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 The increased complexity of percutaneous procedures continues to demand new imaging 

techniques to assist these interventions and improve clinical planning and outcomes. Recent 

developments in 4D X-ray computed tomography (4DCT) technology, including dose reduction 

protocols, iterative reconstruction methods, and wide-range detectors, allow for full 3D volumes 

to be acquired across the entire cardiac cycle within a single heartbeat with very low radiation 

dose. In addition, with the use of a contrast bolus, 4DCT provides highly reproducible and high-

resolution metrics of left ventricular (LV) endocardial function. This dissertation thoroughly 

investigates the development and application of novel methods for evaluating both global and 

regional LV function using 4DCT data. These novel methods present highly translational research 
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which can be implemented immediately on many existing CT scanners as well as on existing 

datasets, retrospectively. First, we evaluate the accuracy and reproducibility of previously 

developed and validated metrics, like CT SQUEEZ, and newly proposed algorithms for measuring 

LV rotation, torsion, longitudinal strain, and circumferential strain through phantom experiments 

and cross-modality comparison studies. Then, we demonstrate the feasibility of these methods in 

patients with various cardiovascular disease states, such as mitral regurgitation (MR) and heart 

failure. In transcatheter mitral valve (TMVI) patients we show that analysis of 4DCT-derived 

metrics of LV function can provide a more precise understanding of the effect of MR and TMVI on 

regional LV function and remodeling than current imaging methods. In heart failure patients, we 

show that 4DCT-derived metrics of LV shape, global and regional LV function, and dyssynchrony 

have the potential to predict response to cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) through the 

development of the lead placement score (LPS). Overall, these results demonstrate that 4DCT 

imaging, combined with the novel methods we have developed, is a remarkably promising 

candidate for transforming clinical cardiac imaging, especially for patients undergoing 

transcatheter-based procedures. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction to minimally invasive transcatheter cardiac interventions and 

noninvasive imaging 

1.1 The growth of percutaneous interventions and the need for noninvasive imaging 

 Although heart disease remains the leading cause of death in the United States, the 

mortality rate has dropped by more than 60% in the last 75 years [1], [2]. These lower death rates 

are accompanied by a growing number of adults over the age of 65, which is projected to account 

for 22% of the population by 2040 [3]. While this is a significant achievement for both science and 

medicine, it is well documented that a predominant risk factor for cardiovascular disease is age 

[4]. As life expectancy increases, the prevalence of heart failure and valvular heart diseases, such 

as aortic stenosis and mitral regurgitation, is on the rise [5]–[7]. In fact, aging and population 

growth in the last 30 years has led to a 112% increase in the number of deaths attributed to 

nonrheumatic valve disease [8]. In addition, heart failure is now the most common diagnosis in 

hospitalized adults over the age of 65 [7]. 

 For heart failure patients with reduced left ventricular (LV) ejection fraction (EF) and New 

York Heart Association (NYHA) class I-IV, the Class I recommendation for treatment after initial 

diagnosis is to start guideline-directed management and therapy of beta blockers and diuretics 

as needed [9]. However, approximately 50% of these patients will be readmitted to the hospital at 

least once within a year after diagnosis (80% after 5 years) [7]. While studies have shown that 

medication use falls short of the target doses from landmark clinical trials, many of these patients 

are also hospitalized for reasons other than heart failure [7], [10]. This is evidence of the high 

comorbidity burden in this group. For patients with moderate to severe valvular disease, medical 

therapies are primarily for symptom control and repair or replacement of the valve is the treatment 

of choice [5]. However, these patients also present significant challenges for clinical care due to 

the presence of multiple comorbidities leading to higher surgical risk for many procedures [4], 
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[11]. The need for better treatment options for high risk heart failure and valvular disease patients 

sparked the development of minimally-invasive percutaneous interventions [11]–[15]. 

1.2 Transcatheter heart valve replacement 

1.2.1 Transcatheter aortic valve replacement 

 Recently, transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) has emerged as the standard of 

care treatment for patients with severe aortic valve stenosis with intermediate to high surgical risk 

[5], [16]. As success rates improve in higher-risk populations, younger, lower-risk patients are 

more likely to become eligible for these catheter-based interventions as demonstrated by the 

PARTNER 3 clinical trials [17], [18]. However, long-term follow-up of transcatheter valve durability 

and left ventricular (LV) remodeling is currently unknown for these devices [18]. Noninvasive 

imaging can play a critical role in defining in vivo standardized metrics of LV remodeling and 

structural valve deterioration based on image-derived criteria [19]. Once these are well-defined 

and understood, noninvasive imaging can potentially be used to predict long-term response to 

valve implantation and device failure.  

 The timing of TAVR in lower-risk patients also needs to be assessed. If the procedure is 

performed too early, the procedural risk would outweigh the low annual risk of cardiovascular 

death [18]. However, if it is performed too late, irreversible myocardial damage may have already 

occurred [20]. Therefore, image-derived criteria can also be used for patient stratification and 

clinical planning of TAVR [21]. In addition, these roles of noninvasive imaging for TAVR can also 

be extended to future transcatheter procedures. The rapid growth, development, and success of 

TAVR demonstrated that transcatheter therapies may offer benefits over surgical valve 

replacement, especially in high risk patients [22]. These benefits include avoiding 

cardiopulmonary bypass, rapid ventricular pacing, or sternotomy and shorter hospital recovery 

times [23]. 
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1.2.2 Transcatheter mitral valve implantation 

 Mitral regurgitation (MR) is the leakage of blood back into the left atrium (LA) as the LV 

contracts. There are two types of MR: 1) Primary, or degenerative, MR affecting the leaflets of 

the valve and caused by degenerative disease, rheumatic disease, connective tissue disorders, 

and infective endocarditis, and 2) secondary, or functional, MR affecting the LV and LA caused 

by ischemic and nonischemic cardiomyopathies [22]. Both types of MR can cause increased 

blood volume and increased pressure in the LV, LA, and pulmonary veins [22]. This forces the 

heart to work harder to pump blood forward through the aorta leading to progressive LV dilation, 

dysfunction, and heart failure with substantial morbidity and mortality if left untreated [24]. 

Because of this, several transcatheter mitral valve implantation (TMVI) therapies are currently 

being developed with promising early results [22], [25], [26].  

 Due to the complex structure and function of the mitral valve, TMVI, even more so than 

TAVR, also heavily relies on pre- and periprocedural noninvasive imaging [25], [27] . For example, 

the mitral valve has a relatively large annulus which is noncircular, lies close to the LV outflow 

tract, and is subject to high cyclic LV systolic pressures [24], [28]. Therefore, advanced 

noninvasive imaging techniques are already being used to determine patient suitability during 

anatomical screening and device sizing, characterize the landing zone and delivery access points, 

and identify patients at risk for LV outflow tract obstruction [12], [25], [29]. We hypothesize that 

noninvasive imaging also has the potential to help determine which patients will benefit from valve 

repair or replacement procedures based on quantifiable prognostic parameters. 

Typically, LVEF is a parameter used to quantify cardiac function as well as eligibility and 

fitness for certain procedures. According to the AHA/ACC guidelines for valvular heart disease, 

surgery is a Class I indication for patients with severe primary MR and LVEF >30%; in contrast 

there is only a Class IIb indication for surgery in those with LVEF <30% [30]. However, when MR 

is present, EF may not adequately represent LV systolic function because a significant proportion 
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of the stroke volume flows retrograde into the left atrium [31], and it has been shown that EF is a 

late indicator of LV dysfunction [32], [33]. As an alternative, recent studies have demonstrated 

that myocardial deformation parameters, such as global longitudinal and circumferential strain, 

are more sensitive measures and can be utilized to detect disease earlier than significant changes 

in EF [34], [35]. Yet, many patients with secondary MR tend to also have dyssynchronous function 

and highly regional abnormalities; hence, these global metrics cannot accurately capture the full 

picture of LV function [35]. High resolution regional measurements of myocardial function could 

provide a better characterization of the extent of LV dysfunction in patients with MR. We 

hypothesize that this more personalized approach to determining a functional threshold for mitral 

valve replacement could lead to better patient selection and clinical outcomes. 

1.2.3 Tendyne mitral valve replacement system  

 To date, the Tendyne TMVI device (Tendyne Holdings, LLC, Roseville, Minnesota – a 

subsidiary of Abbott Vascular, Santa Clara, CA) is the only one of its kind with “Conformité 

Europoéenne” (CE) mark [23]. As shown in Figure 1, the device has a self-expanding nitinol 

double-frame, trileaflet porcine valve in the inner frame, D-shaped outer frame to conform to 

anatomic shape of the annulus, anterior cuff to aid in valve sealing, and a tether to stabilize the 

device which is anchored to the epicardial surface through the apex with the epicardial pad [23], 

[24]. The Tendyne device is fully repositionable and retrievable [23]. A study which examined the 

first 100 patients to receive the device showed that it reached safety standards and was highly 

effective in relieving MR and improving symptoms [26]. The cohort consisted of subjects with 

either primary or secondary MR that were 75.4 ± 8.1 years old with a high prevalence of severe, 

symptomatic heart failure (66%), LV dysfunction (EF 46.4 ± 9.6%), and comorbidities (Society of 

Thoracic Surgeons Predicted Risk of Mortality Score 7.8 ± 5.7%) [26].  

 While these initial results are promising, larger studies will be conducted to assess longer-

term outcomes with the Tendyne device. These results should also be compared to other 
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therapeutic options for patients with symptomatic MR who are at high surgical risk, such as 

transcatheter mitral valve repair [26]. As discussed previously, noninvasive imaging will play a 

critical role in the long-term follow-up of these patients. Therefore, noninvasive imaging has the 

potential to improve clinical planning, allow for a better understanding of the effects of MR and 

TMVI on cardiac function and remodeling, and identify prognostic parameters which can be used 

to predict response to the procedure [36], [37].  

 
Figure 1. The Tendyne TMVI device with the epicardial pad (EP), tether (T), and anterior cuff (AC) which is 
delivered transapically. The tether and epicardial pad stabilize the device while the anterior cuff aids in 
valve sealing. The device is fully repositionable, fully retrievable, and self-expanding and is the only one of 
its kind to receive a CE mark. Image reproduced from the Tendyne Global Feasibility Trial study [24]. 

 

1.3 Cardiac Resynchronization Therapy 

 A percutaneous intervention called cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) emerged as 

a promising therapy in the 1990s for a subset of heart failure patients [14]. Since then, CRT has 

been one of the most successful therapies developed for heart failure patients in the last 30 years 

[14], [38]. Now, CRT is a class I recommendation for patients with NYHA class II-IV, LVEF less 

than 35%, and abnormal electrical activation, as indicated by a wide QRS complex on an 

electrocardiogram (ECG) [9]. Previous trials have shown that in this group, which accounts for 

approximately 25% of all heart failure patients, CRT reduced the rate of death and hospitalization, 

reduced symptoms, improved quality of life, and can lead to reverse LV remodeling and improved 
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EF [14], [39], [40]. Despite these promising results, approximately 30% to 50% of patients do not 

respond to the treatment depending on the definition used to classify response to CRT [14], [41]–

[45]. Therefore, decreasing the non-responder rate to CRT remains an unmet clinical need, 

especially given the relatively high cost of the procedure and potential complications related to 

non-response leading to increased risk of hospitalization or death [15], [46]. Studying and 

quantifying the mechanisms of LV dyssynchrony in order to understand why patients do not 

respond to CRT has been an active area of research for over three decades, but the role of 

imaging is still unclear [47]–[49].  

1.3.1 Left ventricular lead placement and response to CRT 

 CRT involves LV and right ventricular (RV) electrical stimulation with a pacemaker or 

implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) with the capacity for simultaneous biventricular pacing 

[14]. Recent studies have shown that placing the LV lead in myocardial scar or outside of 

mechanically late-activated regions may result in suboptimal response [44], [45], [50]. Mechanical 

dyssynchrony of LV activation has been somewhat successfully characterized using cine 

magnetic resonance imaging (CMR), CMR tagging, cine DENSE, and more recently, cardiac 

computed tomography (CT) and speckle tracking echocardiography (echo) [41], [43], [45], [51]–

[56]. Because this is a complex field, and various approaches have been attempted, the most 

recent studies using CT, echo, and MRI for image-guided LV lead placement for improving 

response to CRT are summarized in Table 1. 

 Using CT imaging, Truong et al. found that their CT dyssynchrony metrics were associated 

with 2-year major adverse cardiac events (MACE) but not with 6-month CRT response. Their 

dyssynchrony parameters were measured form endocardial and epicardial contours and 

quantified time to maximum wall thickness and inward wall motion. Using first-pass CT perfusion, 

they also quantified myocardial scar burden and found that a lead concordant to regionals of 

maximal wall thickness was associated with less MACE [57]. Fyenbo et al. also used CT to identify 
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myocardial scar from regions of hypoperfusion and found that a higher scar burden and proximity 

of the scar to the LV pacing site was associated with echo non-response but not clinical response 

[50]. Lastly, in a recent prospective study with 18 subjects, Gould et al. found that dP/dtmax was 

superior in the target versus non-target segment based on maximum time to peak contraction 

(measured by endocardial contours) and freedom from myocardial scar (measured from late 

iodine enhancement imaging from CT) [45]. 

 Using CMR cine DENSE and late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) imaging, Bilchick et al. 

found that mechanical, electrical, and scar properties at the lead placement were strongly 

associated with CRT response and clinical events, such as death, hospitalization for heart failure, 

implantation of a left ventricular assist device (LVAD), or appropriate ICD therapies [58]. When 

CMR DENSE strain imaging was combined with the Seattle Heart Failure Model, they were able 

to stratify patients effectively for CRT based on their risk score [59]. Lastly, Auger et al. also used 

CMR DENSE imaging to show that the time to onset of shortening (TOS) correlated better with 

electrical activation compared to time to peak strain (TPS) and, in their cohort, TOS was a 

predictor of LV reverse remodeling whereas TPS was not [59]. 

 Using echo, Chung et al. measured 12 conventional and tissue doppler-based parameters 

of dyssynchrony in large multi-center trial and found high variability in the estimates and poor 

correlation with clinical outcomes. Because of these results, no single echo measure of 

dyssynchrony in this study was recommended to improve patient selection for CRT beyond the 

current guidelines [60]. Borquist et al. also found that using speckle-tracking echocardiography to 

measure the time to peak radial strain and CMR LGE to quantify scar, imaging-guided lead 

placement did not result in increased echo or clinical response [49]. In contrast, Khan et al. and 

Aalen et al. found that echo-guided lead placement might increase CRT response using time to 

peak radial strain, metrics of septal and lateral myocardial work, and myocardial viability from 

CMR LGE [41], [61].
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Table 1. Recent studies that used image-guided LV lead placement to try and improve response to CRT. 
Studies are summarized for CT, MRI, and echo-based methods. 
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Modality Study Year N NYHA 
Class  
> II 
(%) 

LBBB 
(%) 

Chronic 
RV 
pacing 
(%) 

Definition of 
Response to 
CRT 

Non-
response 
rate (%) 

Predictors 

CT Gould et al. 
[45] 

2021 18 39 74 9 ≥15% 
decrease in 
2D echo-
derived 
LVESV at 6-
months;  

28 Time to peak 
contraction 
(from endo. 
contours) used 
to identify 
latest 
mechanically 
activated AHA 
segment for 
lead 
placement, 
late iodine 
enhancement 
for CT scar 
imaging 
 
 
 
 
 

Fyenbo et al. 
(Subset of 
ImagingCRT 
study) [50] 

2019 140 51 N/A 14 Echo 
Response: 
>5% increase 
in 2D echo-
derive ED; 
Clinical 
response:  as 
improvement 
in New York 
Heart 
Association 
(NYHA) class 
and 10% 
increase in the 
6 min walk 
test, or 
freedom from 
hospitalization 
for heart 
failure or death 
at 6-months 
 

Echo: 22; 
Clinical: 
31 

Myocardial 
scar (from 
regions of 
hypoperfusion 
in CT) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Truong et al., 
(DIRECT 
study) [57] 

2018 54 83 83 60 Clinical 
composite 
score (CCS) 
based on 6-
month death, 
hospitalization, 
discontinuation 
of CRT, 
improvement 
in NYHA class  

40 Time to 
maximum wall 
thickness and 
inward wall 
motion (from 
endo. and epi. 
contours), 
myocardial 
scar imaging 
using first-
pass CT 
perfusion 
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Table 1. Recent studies that used image-guided LV lead placement to try and improve response to CRT. 
Studies are summarized for CT, MRI, and echo-based methods (continued). 

Modality Study Year N NYHA 
Class  
> II 
(%) 

LBBB 
(%) 

Chronic 
RV 
pacing 
(%) 

Definition of 
Response to 
CRT 

Non-
response 
rate (%) 

Predictors 

MRI Bilchick et al. 
[59] 

2020 100 91 65 N/A Echo: ≥15% 
decrease in 
2D echo-
derived 
LVESV at 6-
months 
Clinical: 
freedom form 
death, heart 
transplant, 
LVAD, or 
appropriate 
ICD therapies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Echo: 45; 
Clinical: 
53 

CURE-SVD 
measured 
from CMR cine 
DENSE, 
Seattle Heart 
Failure Model 
(SHFM-D) * 

Auger et al. 
[43] 

2017 6 healthy 
volunteers; 
50 heart 
failure 
patients 

82 64 N/A ≥15% 
decrease in 
2D echo-
derived 
LVESV at 6-
months 
 

N/A From CMR 
cine DENSE: 
time to onset 
and time to 
peak Ecc, QRS 
to LV intrinsic 
activation 
interval (QLV), 
absence of 
scar at lead 
(from late Gd 
enhancement) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bilchick et al. 
[58] 

2014 75 96 89 N/A ≥15% 
decrease in 
2D echo-
derived 
LVESV at 6-
months 

47 From CMR 
cine DENSE: 
CURE, time to 
onset of Ecc at 
lead, absence 
of scar at lead 
(from late Gd 
enhancement), 
QRS to LV 
intrinsic 
activation 
interval (QLV)  
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Table 1. Recent studies that used image-guided LV lead placement to try and improve response to CRT. 
Studies are summarized for CT, MRI, and echo-based methods (continued). 

Modality Study Year N NYHA 
Class  
> II 
(%) 

LBBB 
(%) 

Chronic 
RV 
pacing 
(%) 

Definition of 
Response to 
CRT 

Non-
response 
rate (%) 

Predictors 

Echo Borgquist et 
al. [49] 

2020 102 75 74 10 ≥15% 
decrease in 
2D echo-
derived 
LVESV at 6-
months 

44 In imaging 
guided group: 
LV lead placed 
at site of latest 
contraction 
with amplitude 
> 9.5% to 
signify 
freedom from 
scar as 
measured by 
echo speckle-
tracking 2D 
radial strain 
imaging + Late 
Gd enhanced 
MRI to identify 
scar 
 
 
 
 

Aalen et al. 
[41] 

2020 200 N/A 86 13 ≥15% 
decrease in 
2D echo-
derived 
LVESV 
indexed to 
body surface 
area at 6-
months 

42 Myocardial 
work measure 
by pressure-
strain 
(longitudinal 
strain by 
speckle-
tacking echo) 
analysis and 
viability by 
CMR Late Gd 
Enhancement 
(125/200 
patients)  
 
 
 
 
 

Khan et al., 
(TARGET 
study) [62] 

2012 220 100 N/A N/A Echo response 
of ≥15% 
decrease in 
2D echo-
derived 
LVESV at 6-
months and 
clinical 
response 
defined as 
improvement 
in NYHA class, 
all-cause 
mortality, and 
combined all-
cause 
mortality and 
heart failure-
related 
hospitalization 

Echo: 30; 
Clinical: 
17 

In imaging 
guided group: 
LV lead was 
placed at the 
site of latest 
contraction 
with amplitude 
> 10% to 
signify 
freedom from 
scar as 
measured by 
echo speckle-
tracking 2D 
radial strain 
imaging 
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Table 1. Recent studies that used image-guided LV lead placement to try and improve response to CRT. 
Studies are summarized for CT, MRI, and echo-based methods (continued). 

 

*SHFM-D score (typical range -2 to 2) was determined based on the following covariates: ischemic etiology 
of cardiomyopathy, age, weight, systolic blood pressure, LV ejection fraction, New York Heart Association 
functional class, digoxin use, use of an angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor or angiotensin receptor 
blocker, use of beta-blockers, use of statins, daily doses of loop diuretics, serum sodium, serum creatinine, 
and serum hemoglobin 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Modality Study Year N NYHA 
Class  
> II 
(%) 

LBBB 
(%) 

Chronic 
RV 
pacing 
(%) 

Definition of 
Response to 
CRT 

Non-
response 
rate (%) 

Predictors 

Echo Chung et al., 
(PROSPECT 
trial) [60] 

2008 498 100 N/A N/A Improved 
Clinical 
Composite 
Score (CCS) 
and ≥15% 
decrease in 
2D echo-
derived 
LVESV at 6-
months; CCS 
was composed 
of death, 
hospitalization, 
discontinuation 
of CRT, 
improvement 
in NYHA class 

CCS: 31; 
LVESV: 
44 

12 
Conventional 
and tissue 
doppler-based 
parameters of 
dyssynchrony 
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1.3.2 Current unmet needs in image-guided LV lead placement for CRT 

 The imaging techniques shown in Table 1 have been utilized to calculate metrics such as 

peak LV strain, time to peak strain, time to onset of shortening (TOS), and the circumferential 

uniformity ratio estimate (CURE) index in order to  fully characterize LV function and 

dyssynchrony and locate regions of late-activated myocardium [41], [43]–[45], [51], [56], [58]. 

TOS, a parameter which highlights late-activated segments of the LV, has been shown to be more 

strongly correlated with LV reverse remodeling 6-months post CRT compared to time to peak 

strain [43]. CURE is a global parameter describing the dyssynchrony of the LV that ranges from 

0 to 1, where 1 indicates perfectly synchronous contraction, and 0 represents complete anti-phase 

contraction of one side of the LV to the other [44]. CURE has also been shown to be strongly 

associated with LV reverse remodeling post CRT [58]. In addition, myocardial scar has also been 

identified using late gadolinium enhancement with MRI in patients without existing pacing devices 

[63]. However, 28% of patients eligible for CRT already have a RV pacing or ICD system in place, 

which may be unsuitable for MR because of significant image degradation due to metal artifacts 

or if the devices are not MRI-compatible. [45].  

 While some of the studies summarized in Table 1 for quantifying imaging-derived 

parameters have shown prognostic value for improving response to CRT, poor reproducibility of 

initial echo-based methods, contraindications for MRI scan protocols, lack of trained technicians 

in image acquisition and analysis, and the absence of open source or commercial availability of 

MRI DENSE software has hindered the clinical utility and implementation of the proposed 

methods [45], [64], and no imaging method is currently recommended for CRT planning. This 

indicates the need for a widely available imaging modality and highly reproducible method for 

guiding CRT in order to continue the quest of increasing the response rate in selected patients. 
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1.4 Technological developments in noninvasive imaging 

 The increased complexity of percutaneous procedures demanded, and continues to do 

so, new imaging techniques to assist these interventions. Standard catheterization laboratory 

modalities, such as fluoroscopy, were crucial for guidance during the development of new 

procedures.  However, fluoroscopy lacks adequate soft-tissue contrast and does not easily allow 

for visualization of 3D structures for precise planning [65]. Advances in noninvasive imaging have 

supported the growth and maturation of interventional cardiology by addressing these limitations 

[11], [16]. Modalities such as echo, MRI, and CT were crucial in initial preprocedural planning and 

device selection because they could provide information on the exact location, size, and severity 

of cardiac pathologies and surrounding anatomy for determining catheter access points [12], [16], 

[65], [66]. More recently, noninvasive imaging has expanded its applicability and there is active 

research testing the use of physiological function in addition to anatomy in order to predict how a 

patient will respond to specific treatments. With technological advancements for both the 

procedures and the imaging modalities, clinical outcomes have improved significantly [21]. 

1.5 Current methods for quantification of left ventricular function using noninvasive imaging 

 As mentioned previously, current selection criteria for many cardiac procedures are often 

based on prognostic parameters linked to LV function [32]. LV EF defined as the stroke volume 

divided by end-diastolic volume, is a global measure of systolic function and has been correlated 

with mortality in patients with heart failure [67]–[70]. Yet, a significant reduction in EF is a late 

consequence of disease and may result in irreversible myocardial dysfunction [32], [33], [71]. In 

addition, when MR is present, EF may not adequately represent the true inotropic status because 

blood moves backwards into the left atrium [35]. Myocardial deformation parameters, such as 

global longitudinal strain (GLS), global circumferential strain (GCS), and LV twist, have proven to 

be superior to EF as a measure of function and a predictor of mortality and cardiac events [32]–

[35], [67], [72]–[76]. They are more direct measurements of myocardial contractility and therefore 
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less dependent on LV geometry and loading conditions compared to EF [74], [75].  However, in 

patients with highly regional dysfunction, or myocardial dyssynchrony, these global metrics cannot 

accurately capture the full picture of LV function [35]. This indicates the need for more sensitive 

and regional measurements of cardiac function to understand the extent of LV dysfunction in 

patients with complex cardiac dysfunction.  

1.5.1 Echocardiography 

 2D Speckle-tracking echocardiography has been proposed for measuring regional strain 

because of its high temporal resolution, however, both the image acquisition and analysis process 

are subject to operator variability. During acquisition, the operator prospectively chooses the 

imaging plane based on the available acoustic window. Foreshortening in the long axis, tilting of 

the beam in the short axis, and through-plane motion can lead to errors in measurements [32]. 

The analysis requires the user to draw epicardial and endocardial contours to define the 

myocardium in the 2D slice and the segmental strain varies depending on which wall layers are 

incorporated by the user [32].  This leads to highly non-reproducible results when “blind” analysis 

is performed by the operator. 

1.5.2 Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging 

 Although MRI tagging is considered the gold standard for highly accurate and reproducible 

myocardial deformation, there are contraindications for some patients with implanted devices. In 

addition, the requirement for multiple identical heartbeats, long scan times, and several breath 

holds is not ideal for patients with irregular cardiac rhythms or very sick patients [77]. Lastly, image 

analysis is not trivial and necessitates manual segmentation or correction of contours which are 

subject to variability [78]. For these reasons, MRI tagging has only seen use in research settings. 

1.6 4D x-ray computed tomography 

 Although some studies have begun to demonstrate the prognostic value of regional 

measures of LV function, the ability to quantify and leverage these metrics in the clinic has thus 
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far been limited, primarily due to 2D imaging, inter- and intra-operator variability, dependence on 

operator experience, and scan protocols with contraindications for unhealthy patients as 

discussed above [79].  We propose to address the limitations of these modalities by using 4DCT 

to conduct regional analysis of myocardial function. 4DCT allows for full 3D volumes to be 

acquired across the entire cardiac cycle within a single heartbeat. In addition, 4DCT provides very 

high spatial resolution images (typically, voxel sizes of 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.6 mm) which allow for 

visualization of submillimeter features on the endocardial surface with the use of a contrast bolus. 

These intricate features can serve as fiducial markers which support motion tracking. Studies 

have shown that differential geometry features of the myocardial surfaces can be used to estimate 

deformation fields from 3D anatomic images [80], [81]. Lastly, CT is already used for planning 

many transcatheter interventions and evaluation of coronary anatomy and therefore scanning 

protocols can easily be adapted to include functional analysis [16], [24], [27] with a very small 

additional radiation dose [82].  

1.6.1 Recent technological advancements for 4DCT 

 The advantages mentioned above make 4DCT a remarkably promising candidate for 

transforming clinical cardiac imaging. We hypothesize that single heartbeat 4DCT volumes can 

be used to acquire precise noninvasive measurements of regional endocardial cardiac function 

to quantify myocardial dysfunction. Although there is a concern regarding patient radiation dose 

in CT, with recent technological developments such as dose reduction protocols, iterative 

reconstruction methods, and wide-range detectors, the average dose for a full functional cardiac 

scan has decreased significantly in the past 5 years and images of diagnostic quality can be 

obtained with submillisievert radiation dose [83]. 

1.6.2 CT regional endocardial shortening 

 Taking advantage of these technological developments, Dr. Elliot McVeigh and his lab 

pioneered the technique of using contrast-enhanced 4DCT images to measure contour-free 
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endocardial deformation. They defined a parameter called CT SQUEEZ, or stretch quantifier of 

endocardial engraved zones, which quantifies the change in area of a triangular mesh face on 

the endocardial surface over time and has no directional sensitivity [78]. CT SQUEEZ can be 

measured in a single heartbeat and measures regional deformation in 3D, thereby eliminating 

through-plane artifacts traditionally seen with 2D imaging [78]. This parameter was shown to 

distinguish normal from infarcted regions in porcine hearts in vivo [78], validated against MR 

tagging in canines [84], and produced highly reproducible measurements in a cohort of 25 

humans with normal LV function from standard clinical coronary CTA exams [77]. To more closely 

resemble traditional strain, CT regional endocardial shortening, or RSCT, was defined as 

SQUEEZ-1 so that a negative value represented tissue which was contracting, and a positive 

value represented tissue which was stretching. Lastly, CT SQUEEZ laid the technological 

foundations for further development of novel methods for measuring LV function using 4DCT. 

These methods are introduced and validated in Chapters 4-7. 

1.7 Thesis Outline 

This thesis is broken into 7 subsequent chapters.  

The second chapter introduces and evaluates the feasibility of a comprehensive method 

for quantifying baseline values and changes in high-resolution RSCT in patients before and 1-

month after TMVI using contrast-enhanced 4DCT. As TMVI is a relatively new procedure, this is 

the first study to quantify regional effects of mitral regurgitation on LV function and the subsequent 

changes after device implantation. We also evaluate the reproducibility of RSCT in a subset of 

these patients with highly abnormal LV geometries and function. 

The third chapter describes the development of the lead placement score (LPS) which 

could be used to improve 4DCT-guided CRT. In this chapter, we use 5-fold cross-validated linear 

discriminant analysis (LDA) to create the LPS and evaluate the prognostic value of 4DCT-derived 

metrics of LV shape, global and regional function, and dyssynchrony, such as LV end-diastolic 
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volume (EDV), LV end-systolic volume (ESV), CUREtot, CUREsys, TOS, RSCT, endocardial end-

diastolic sphericity (SphED), and endocardial end-systolic sphericity (SphES). 

The fourth chapter introduces and describes in detail the novel algorithms for measuring 

endocardial LV rotation, torsion, and regional longitudinal and circumferential strain from 4DCT 

data. These novel methods were built on the technological foundations laid by the previously-

validated CT SQUEEZ method, but they improve the analysis by computing endocardial strains 

in local “patches” of point clouds representing the endocardial surface, improving sensitivity to 

mesh quality and introducing directional strain. 

The fifth chapter describes the validation of the novel methods proposed in chapter 4 with 

phantom experiments. The accuracy of 4DCT-derived endocardial LV rotation, torsion, regional 

longitudinal strain, and regional circumferential strain are quantified for different standard clinical 

scanning conditions using a 3D-printed anthropomorphic LV endocardial phantom. The precision 

of these metrics is also evaluated in 10 independent analyses at the lower limits of image quality 

(very low dose scanning) achieved using standard clinical reconstruction protocols. 

The sixth chapter demonstrates that 4DCT-derived regional strain can be evaluated using 

standard clinical images in human subjects and compares these estimates to CMR tagging-

derived regional strain. Normal values of 4DCT-derived regional longitudinal, E$$!", and 

circumferential, E!!!", strain are derived in a cohort of subjects with normal LV function. This normal 

set of values was also used to identify abnormal segments in two subjects with previous MI with 

high precision.  

 The seventh chapter demonstrates that 4DCT-derived rotation and torsion can also be 

evaluated using standard clinical images in human subjects. This chapter describes the results of 

the first known study to perform a direct comparison between 4DCT and 2D CMR tagging-derived 

endocardial LV rotation and torsion in human subjects. Normal values of 4DCT-derived rotation 
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and torsion and the reproducibility of these metrics are measured in subjects with normal LV 

function. 

 The final chapter provides a summary of the results of this dissertation and discusses the 

broader implications for the field of cardiovascular imaging and interventional cardiology. This 

chapter also suggests future studies and opportunities for 4DCT-derived metrics of cardiac 

function.  
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Chapter 2: Analysis of regional and global left ventricular function using 4DCT before 

and after transcatheter mitral valve implantation 

2.1 Introduction 

In addition to improvements in bioprosthetic devices and surgical technologies, advances 

in noninvasive imaging have supported the outcomes of transcatheter procedures [11], [16]. Their 

role has expanded from anatomical pre-procedural planning to include analysis of cardiac 

physiology for diagnosis, periprocedural guidance, and post-procedural follow-up [16], [24], [25]. 

We hypothesize that noninvasive imaging also has the potential to help determine which patients 

will benefit from valve repair or replacement procedures based on quantifiable prognostic 

parameters [12], [25], [29].  

Transcatheter mitral valve implantation (TMVI) is a relatively new procedure for treating 

MR; however, its effect on regional LV function has yet to be characterized. 4D x-ray computed 

tomography (4DCT) is a promising method for evaluating changes in regional cardiac function in 

patients with abnormal LV geometry and local dysfunction because of its high 3D spatial 

resolution and full heart volume coverage within a single heartbeat [29], [83]. The goal of this 

chapter was to investigate the feasibility and reproducibility of evaluating 4DCT-derived regional 

endocardial shortening (RSCT) in patients receiving TMVI. Local areas of hypokinesis and LV 

dysfunction are frequent in this population and therefore represent a particularly relevant cohort 

to study regional LV function. RSCT was previously shown to correlate well with MRI-tagging 

derived myocardial strain and therefore serves as a surrogate of strain in this work [84].  Due to 

the small cohort of patients, we did not attempt to evaluate factors that correlated with patient 

outcomes. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to use 4DCT to quantify 3D regional 

LV function in subjects before and after TMVI. 
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2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Subjects 

All subjects included in the present analysis were enrolled in the Expanded Clinical Study 

of the Tendyne Mitral Valve System (NCT02321514) between November 2014 and November 

2017 across 24 hospitals. Institutional Review Board approval and informed patient consent was 

obtained at each of the individual sites. Twenty-four patients treated with TMVI due to significant 

MR (grade 3 or 4) and deemed unsuitable for conventional mitral valve surgery were considered 

for analysis. Seventeen subjects had 4DCT exams before and 1-month after TMVI with at least 

end-diastolic (ED) and end-systolic (ES) phases and were therefore included in this preliminary 

proof-of-concept study. Table 2 lists the reasons that 7 patients were not analyzed. The CT exams 

were conducted at 8 different study sites as part of Tendyne’s Global feasibility study as previously 

described [26]. Ten subjects had retrospective imaging with full R-R cycles which were analyzable 

at baseline and 1-month, and 7 subjects had at least ED and ES included in the phases imaged. 

The subjects were scanned on a single-beat Toshiba Aquilion ONE, multi-beat Siemens 

SOMATOM Definition, multi-beat Siemens SOMATOM Force, or a multi-beat Philips iCT 256. The 

minimum and maximum pixel spacing was 0.344 mm and 1.145 mm, respectively. Lastly, the 

minimum and maximum slice thickness was 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm, respectively. LV volumes were 

computed from the 4DCT scans by counting the number of voxels identified as blood pool in the 

LV segmentation from the tip of the endocardial apex to the mitral valve plane. These volumes 

excluded the papillary muscles and were used to calculate LV ejection fraction (EF).  
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Table 2. Reason images were not analyzed for comparison of 4DCT-derived regional endocardial 
shortening before and 1-month after TMVI. 

Reason for images not analyzed Number of patients excluded 

Irregular Heartbeat (Double beat leading 
to incomplete ejection of blood) 

2 

Step Artifact 4 

Low contrast between LV blood pool and 
myocardium (poor contrast injection 
timing) 

1 

Total 7/24 

 

2.2.2 Analysis of 4DCT-derived regional endocardial shortening 

 The LV blood pool was segmented from the 4DCT images in 3D using a region-growing 

algorithm in ITK-SNAP (ver. 3.6.2) [85] in order to extract the endocardial surface for the analysis. 

The threshold for segmenting the LV blood pool was determined mathematically using Otsu’s 

method on a region-of-interest in a mid-axial slice at ED containing the contrast-enhanced blood 

pool and the surrounding myocardium [86]. We obtained a surface representation of the 

endocardium to include the full LV from the endocardial apical tip to the mitral valve plane [87]. In 

3D, two planes were defined manually to separate the left atrium and the LV outflow tract (LVOT) 

from the LV. The mitral valve plane was cut at the mitral annulus using the posterior segment of 

the D-shaped annulus as a landmark as this region of the annulus is most planar [28], [88]. The 

plane defining the aortic outflow tract was cut tangent to the surface of the LV blood pool and 

intersected the left and right trigone where the mitral annulus meets the LVOT [28]. This LV blood 

pool segmentation was repeated in all timeframes available from the 4DCT. Triangular meshes 

of the endocardial boundary were extracted from the 3D segmentation using isosurface in 

MATLAB and point-cloud registration [89] was performed on these surfaces in order to obtain 3D 

displacement fields across the cardiac cycle as previously described [77], [78]. Figure 2 

summarizes the process of obtaining these displacement fields from the 4DCT data. After point-

cloud registration, RSCT was defined as 
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𝑅𝑆"# =	5
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎(𝑡, 𝑥)
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎(𝐸𝐷, 𝑥)

− 1	 (2.1) 

where the area is calculated for face, 𝑥, at time, 𝑡, and the reference timeframe of ED (Figure 3). 

A negative RSCT value indicates that the endocardial surface in that region is contracting while a 

positive RSCT value indicates that the surface is stretching. 

 
Figure 2. A) Contrast-enhanced 4DCT image containing the left ventricle (LV), LV outflow tract (LVOT), and 
the TMVI device including the tether and epicardial pad (EP), B) Segmentation of LV blood pool is 
performed using a region growing algorithm. The threshold for segmentation is determined using Otsu’s 
method, C) 3D view of segmented LV blood pool, D) Endocardial surface extracted from the segmentation 
in MATLAB, E) Point-cloud registration is used to solve for the 3D displacement field of the endocardial 
surface between timeframes. 
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Figure 3. RSCT is defined by the equation shown and was characterized as normal (RSCT ≤ -0.3), kinetic (-
0.3 < RSCT ≤ -0.2), hypokinetic (-0.2 <	RSCT ≤-0.1), akinetic (-0.1 <	RSCT  ≤ 0), and dyskinetic (RSCT 	> 0) 
before and 1-month after TMVI. 

 

2.2.3 Characterization of changes in RSCT between baseline and 1-month after TMVI 

 High resolution maps of RSCT were measured (90 LV segments, 5 longitudinal x 18 

circumferential) to capture the highly variable changes in geometry and function of these patients 

with severe MR, frequent LV dyssynchrony, and local myocardial deformation from the epicardial 

pad. For subjects with images spanning the entire R-R cycle, peak RSCT was defined as the 

minimum point on the RSCT vs. time curves for each segment within a window of ±25% of the time 

of minimum LV volume. For subjects with images over a partial interval of the R-R cycle, peak 

RSCT was defined at the time of minimum LV volume. Bullseye plots were constructed to compare 

peak RSCT in all 90 segments pre and post TMVI. As the specific anchoring system of the Tendyne 

TMVI device uses a tether and epicardial pad, abnormal local deformation of the LV was expected 

in the region near the pad. Therefore, the epicardial pad was identified on the CT images and its 

location was marked on the bullseye plots (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. A) Axial view of segmented left ventricle (LV) and epicardial pad (EP), B) 3D view of segmented 
LV and EP. Only when creating the bullseye plots, the top and bottom 10 percent of the ventricle are 
excluded due to higher registration errors in these regions, C) Bullseye plot with 90 segments (18 
circumferential x 5 longitudinal) marking the segment closest to the EP with an asterisk (*). 

 

Normal peak RSCT was measured from a cohort of 23 subjects with normal LV function 

and determined to be -0.32 ± 0.06 averaged over the entire LV. The characteristics of these 

subjects are shown in Table 3. Given the natural variation in RSCT in these normal LVs, peak RSCT 

in the TMVI patients in each segment was characterized as normal (RSCT ≤ -0.3), “kinetic” (-0.3 

< RSCT ≤ -0.2), hypokinetic (-0.2 <	RSCT ≤-0.1), akinetic (-0.1 <	RSCT  ≤ 0), and dyskinetic (RSCT 

	> 0) as shown in Figure 3. The “kinetic” category between normal and hypokinetic was created 

in order to distinguish between the subjects who begin with somewhat normal function despite 

MR (“kinetic”) and those with lower function at baseline (hypokinetic). Eighty-nine percent of 

Tendyne patients have secondary MR with advanced heart failure [26]; therefore, few patients 

have normal function, and the precision of RSCT estimates [90] supported creating this additional 

“kinetic” functional category between normal and hypokinetic. 
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Table 3. Characteristics of subjects with normal LV function. *LVEF: left ventricular ejection fraction, **GLS: 
global longitudinal strain 

N 23 

Age, years 60 ± 12 

Males (%) 12 (53%) 

4DCT-derived LVEF* 70% ± 5% 

4DCT-derived GLS** 21% ± 2% 

 

2.2.4 Statistics 

 All statistical analyses were performed in MATLAB (2018b, MathWorks Inc.). To determine 

if changes in ED and ES volumes and EF were significant across the 17 subjects, paired, two-

sided Wilcoxon signed rank tests were performed with a significance level of 𝛼 = 0.05. Segmental 

changes in RSCT between pre and post TMVI were also evaluated for significance using paired, 

two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank tests with significance level of 𝛼 = 0.05. These paired differences 

were evaluated in each subject for all 90 segments. In addition, analysis on the apical region (two 

inner rings of the bullseye) was performed to attempt to isolate the effect of the epicardial pad. 

These statistical tests were used instead of the student t-test for two reasons: 1) the small cohort 

size and 2) RSCT was not normally distributed (evaluated using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test for 

Normality) in many of the subjects due to their highly abnormal LV function. Correlation 

coefficients and corresponding p-values were also computed between global and regional metrics 

of LV function derived from 4DCT. 

2.2.5 Reproducibility of RSCT in TMVI patients 

 Because of the variability in image quality, the highly abnormal LV geometries of Tendyne 

patients, and the wide dynamic range of peak RSCT within each subject, we evaluated the 

reproducibility of our method for measuring high-resolution regional endocardial function in a 

subset of this group of patients. In order to quantify intra-observer variability, the first observer 

(Observer 1) who performed the RSCT analysis on all 17 subjects re-segmented the ED and ES 
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phases of the 5 patients with the largest decreases in EF post TMVI for both baseline and 1-

month post TMVI 4DCT exams. Observer 1’s second round of segmentations were performed at 

least 4 months after performing the original segmentation. These newly segmented timeframes 

were used to calculate RSCT at ES and the 90 segment bullseye plots were compared with 

Observer 1’s results from the first segmentation. Correlation and Bland-Altman plots were 

constructed to measure the variability.  

For measurement of inter-observer variability, an Observer 2 was recruited to segment 

the same 5 patients at ED and ES for the pre and post TMVI exams. Observer 2’s 90 segment 

bullseye plots were compared to Observer 1’s two separate analyses. Again, correlation and 

Bland-Altman plots were created to show the variability. To quantify a single average limit of 

agreement from the Bland-Altman between the two comparisons, the propagation of error rules 

was followed. The mean bias was calculated as the average of the two biases and the mean 

standard deviation computed as: 

𝑑𝑇 =
G(𝑑%&)&+(𝑑&&)&

2
	 (2.2) 

where 𝑑%& is the standard deviation from Observer 1’s first analysis and Observer 2 and 𝑑&& is 

the standard deviation from Observer 1’s second analysis and Observer 2. 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Main Findings 

The baseline characteristics of the 17 subjects evaluated in this study are shown in Table 

4. Comprehensive analysis of the changes in global and regional cardiac function post TMVI using 

4DCT was performed on all 17 subjects and is illustrated in Figure 5 for an example subject.  Due 

to the heterogeneous pattern of RSCT at baseline, and the subsequent complex change in RSCT 

post TMVI, we created this visual report for each patient in order to perform comparisons between 

subjects. In this report, we show the changes in 4DCT-derived global LV function through changes 
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post TMVI in EDV, ESV, and EF (Figure 5A). High resolution maps of regional LV function at 

Baseline and 1-month post TMVI are shown side-by-side in 90 segment bullseye plots of peak 

RSCT (Figure 5B); these maps show the original functional state of the LV, and the condition of 

the LV post TMVI. We enumerate the changes in RSCT functional categories post TMVI in tabular 

form in Figure 5C; this summarizes the number of segments that increase contraction vs. 

decrease contraction post TMVI. These tabular results are also displayed in a bullseye plot to 

analyze the spatial patterns in these changes (Figure 5D).  The “overall” changes in functional 

categories over the entire LV are captured in the histogram show in Figure 5E which gives the 

viewer an immediate appreciation of the total number of segments changing their functional 

status. 
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Table 4. Basics characteristics of patients included in this study (N=17) 

Age, years 73.7 ± 8.6 

BMI 26.3 ± 6.2 

STS-PROM, % 6.1 ± 2.8 

NYHA Functional Class II (%) 4 (23.5) 

III (%) 12 (70.6) 

IV (%) 1 (5.9) 

Etiology of MR Primary (%) 1 (5.9) 

Secondary (%) 16 (94.1) 

Hospitalization for Heart Failure within 6 months (%) 3 (17.6) 

History of Congestive Heart Failure (%) 13 (76.5) 

Diabetes Mellitus (%) 5 (29.4) 

Coronary Artery Disease (%) 11 (64.7) 

Prior Myocardial Infarction (%) 7 (41.2) 

Prior CABG (%) 5 (29.4) 

Prior Percutaneous Coronary Intervention (%) 5 (29.4) 

Pacemaker Implanted (%) 7 (41.2) 

Prior Valve Intervention/Surgery (%) 0 (0) 

Peripheral Artery Disease (%) 2 (11.8) 

Current or Prior Smoker (%) 11 (64.7) 

COPD (%) 10 (58.8) 

Hypertension 13 (76.5) 

GFR < 60, mL/min 10 (58.8) 

Medications ACE Inhibitor or ARB (%) 10 (59.8) 

Beta-receptor antagonist (%) 14 (82.4) 

Vasodilator (%) 1 (5.9) 

Diuretic (%) 14 (82.4) 

Digoxin (%) 3 (17.6) 

Anticoagulant (%) 9 (52.9) 
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Figure 5. A) 4DCT-derived end-diastolic (ED) and end-systolic (ES) volumes were computed and used to 
calculate ejection fraction (EF) pre and post TMVI, B) Bullseye plots of peak RSCT at baseline and 1-month 
post TMVI. The apical segments were defined as the two inner rings of the bullseye, C) Characterization of 
changes in regional function between baseline and 1-month: segments that did not change are shown in 
yellow, those that decreased by 1 category are orange, those that increased by 1 category are light green, 
and those that decreased or increased by 2+ categories are red or bright green, respectively, D) Bullseye 
plot showing the spatial distribution of the changes categorized in panel C, and E) Bar graph displaying the 
percentage of segments in a category from panel C. 

 

 From this preliminary study, it was clear from the baseline RSCT maps shown in Figure 6 

that the baseline LV functional state of the patients who received the Tendyne device was highly 

variable. From Figure 7, it is was also evident that the mechanical response to TMVI was highly 

variable between subjects, and the patterns of the change in RSCT were highly localized and 

heterogeneous over the LV. Figure 8 contains illustrative comparisons between subjects with 

similar relative decreases in EF but regionally different mechanical responses to TMVI and are 

discussed further below. 
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Figure 6. High resolution 90 segment (18 circumferential x 5 longitudinal) bullseye plots displaying baseline 
regional peak endocardial RSCT (as shown in Figure 5B) for all 17 subjects. They are ordered from by the 
largest relative decrease in ejection fraction (EF) to the largest relative increase in EF. The segment closest 
to the epicardial pad (EP) is marked by the asterisk (*) and the change in EF between baseline and 1-month 
post TMVI is displayed next to the bullseye plot. 
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Figure 7. High resolution 90 segment (18 circumferential x 5 longitudinal) bullseye plots for all 17 subjects 
displaying changes between baseline and 1-month scans in the category of regional shortening: normal, 
kinetic, hypokinetic, akinetic, and dyskinetic (as shown in Figure 5D). Total percentages are also shown (as 
shown in Figure 5E). Again, subjects are ordered from by the largest relative decrease in ejection fraction 
(EF) to the largest relative increase in EF. The segment closest to the epicardial pad (EP) is marked by the 
asterisk (*). 

 

2.3.2 Example comparisons between subjects with similar changes in ejection fraction 

In this section, by way of two comparisons, we show the variable nature of both the original 

myocardial function pattern and the very different local response to TMVI while generating the 

same response according to EF. 

Comparison 1: Subjects 1 and 2 in Figure 8A had baseline EFs ~39 percent and showed 

the same decrease in this global parameter after TMVI. Yet, their baseline functional maps were 

very different (p<0.05) and the changes in RSCT post implantation were also very different. At 
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baseline, subject 2 displayed global hypokinesia with some higher functioning tissue located in 

the apex. After TMVI, RSCT in the apex was greatly reduced. For subject 1, at baseline a larger 

portion of tissue outside the apex on the anterior and antero-lateral wall was functioning well (20% 

was normal/kinetic in this region compared to 5% for subject 2). After TMVI, the magnitude of 

RSCT increased in the anterior and antero-lateral apical region despite placement of the epicardial 

pad in the apex. In both subjects there was reduced function observed outside of the apical region. 

While an expected reduction in RSCT is seen in many subjects in the apical regions near the 

epicardial pad, this does not explain the total change in local function as shown in these subjects.  

Comparison 2: Subjects 3 and 4 had high pre TMVI EFs for this cohort (~58 percent) and 

had similar decreases in EF post TMVI, which is consistent with elimination of the substantial 

regurgitant volume. At baseline, subject 3 had mostly normal or kinetic tissue while subject 4 had 

a small region of hypokinetic tissue on the infero-septal wall. Post TMVI, patient 4 lost some 

function in the local region near the EP while subject 3 lost much more normal or kinetic tissue at 

the apex and surrounding tissue, as is evident in Figure 8B. However, in subject 3 there was a 

small region of tissue on the basal-inferior wall that has increased RSCT post-procedure, while 

there was no localized change in RSCT in subject 4 outside the apex. 
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Figure 8. Example subjects are highlighted for comparison of baseline RSCT patterns and changes in RSCT 
1-month after TMVI:  A) subjects 1 and 2 showing decreased ejection fraction (EF) after TMVI and B) 
subjects 3 and 4 showing decrease in EF but relatively higher baseline EF. Regions of interest are labeled 
for each of these comparisons. *Epicardial Pad (EP) 

 

2.3.3 Reproducibility of RSCT 

 Both intra- and inter-observer variability were similar as shown in Figure 9. Segmental 

end-systolic RSCT values were highly correlated for all three comparisons and the bias was small. 

The 95% confidence limit on the Bland-Altman plots for intra-observer variability was ±0.061 and 

for inter-observer variability it was ±0.053 as an average for the two comparisons. In addition, 
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Figure 9C shows for an example subject the 90 segment bullseye plots comparing Observer 1’s 

first analysis, Observer 1’s second analysis, and Observer 2’s analysis. Despite small differences 

in RSCT, the main features of these spatially heterogeneous regional shortening maps are 

extremely similar for all 3 analyses. 

 

Figure 9. Correlation and Bland-Altman Plots comparing A) Observer 1’s first (t2) and second analysis (t2), 
B) Observer 1’s first analysis (t2) with Observer 2’s analysis for a subset of 5 subjects for both baseline and 
1-month 4DCT exams. C) High resolution bullseye plots of end-systolic RSCT for an example patient 1-
month post TMVI for all 3 independent analyses. 

 

2.3.4 Observations of global LV metrics 

In this small cohort of patients, there was a statistically significant change in ED volume 

post TMVI but no significant change in other global parameters such as ES volume (p=0.46), or 

EF (p=0.10) as shown in Figure 10. EF changed by less than 5 percent in 6 subjects. Three 
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subjects had an increase in EF with two subjects increasing between 5-10 percent and one patient 

increasing more than 10 percent. Eight subjects had a decrease in EF with five subjects 

decreasing between 5-10 percent and three subjects decreasing more than 10 percent.  

 
Figure 10. Changes in 4DCT-derived A) end-diastolic volumes (EDV), B) end-systolic volumes (ESV), and 
C) ejection fraction (%) before and 1-month after TMVI. Mean and standard deviation values are shown. 
Only EDV was significantly different at 1-month. 

 

There was a wide diversity in the spatial patterns of regional function in both the pre and 

post TMVI hearts. Ten of the 17 subjects had 50 percent or more LV segments characterized as 

hypokinetic, akinetic, or dyskinetic (RSCT > -0.20) at baseline. When analyzed in aggregate, the 

total number of segments classified as normal or kinetic tissue highly correlated with EF (R = 

0.94, p<0.05) as expected (Figure 11A). Also, a decrease in EF post TMVI correlated with the 

percentage of segments that decreased by 1 or more functional categories (R = 0.78, p<0.05) 

(Figure 11B). Eight subjects showed a significant (p<0.05) positive shift in the distribution of RSCT 

evaluated over all 90 segments using the two-sided, paired segmental Wilcoxon Signed rank test. 

This net positive shift of the classification of the segments corresponds to an overall decrease in 

LV function. Three subjects showed a significant (p<0.05) negative shift in the distribution of RSCT 

over all 90 segments. Lastly, six subjects had a significant change in RSCT (p<0.05) when looking 

only at the apical region (inner 18 segments of the bullseye). In some subjects, there was a clear 
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reduction in the magnitude, or absolute value, of RSCT in the region of the EP, whereas in other 

subjects there was little or no change. Overall, a reduction of greater than 5 percent of normal or 

kinetic tissue in the LV and in the apex lead to a decrease in EF post TMVI. These are preliminary 

observations, however, and the small number of patients preclude analysis of trends in these 

data. 

 
Figure 11. A) Ejection fraction (EF) is correlated with the percentage of normal/kinetic tissue in the left 
ventricle at baseline and 1-month after TMVI. Normal and kinetic tissue was defined any segment with RSCT 
≤-0.2. B) A change in EF is correlated with the percentage of tissue with decreases in 1 or more regional 
shortening categories. 

 

2.4 Discussion 

2.4.1 Main Findings 

In this paper, we introduce a reproducible, high-resolution method (90 LV segments) for 

evaluating regional changes in LV endocardial shortening (RSCT) before and 1-month after TMVI 

using 4DCT. These measurements of RSCT, integrated with traditional clinical parameters and 

biomarkers, provide a more comprehensive analysis of the state of the heart and spatially detailed 

response to TMVI [31]. The majority of TMVI patients will undergo a contrast-enhanced 4DCT 

scan prior to the procedure to obtain  annular measurements for device sizing [24], [25], [28]. It is 

recommended that for these measurements, images should be acquired across the entire cardiac 

cycle given the dynamic changes in the anatomical configuration of the LV, LVOT, and mitral 
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valve apparatus [25], [91]; therefore, our proposed analysis of regional LV function from the 4DCT 

images can be performed without extra radiation. In fact, large retrospective studies can be 

performed on existing data such as the Expanded Clinical Study of the Tendyne Mitral Valve 

System (NCT02321514) and Tendyne SUMMIT Clinical Trial (NCT03433274). 

Despite their highly abnormal LV function and geometries, we were able to obtain high 

resolution estimates of RSCT in all 17 subjects. The results of the reproducibility study performed 

on these subjects shows that the 95% confidence intervals are about 12% and 10% of the total 

dynamic range of RSCT values observed in this patient population (about -0.39 to +0.12), 

respectively. Therefore, the measurement of RSCT is a highly precise estimate of local LV function. 

It is evident from this initial proof-of-concept study that RSCT patterns and the local changes in the 

mechanical response post implantation were extremely heterogeneous across all subjects 

assessed. While the majority (N=14) of subjects saw a less than 10 percent change in EF after 

the procedure, 11/17 (64.7%,) had a significant spatially heterogeneous changes in RSCT across 

the entire LV, while the remaining 6/17 (41.2%) had significant changes just in the apical region. 

This result indicates that the functional states of these TMVI patients cannot be fully characterized 

with global parameters such as ED volume, ES volume, and EF. In addition, for patients with 

severe MR, EF may not capture the full picture of LV function because a significant proportion of 

the stroke volume flows retrograde into the left atrium and does not contribute to systemic 

perfusion [31]. 

Lastly, the resulting change in LV function after TMVI near the location of the epicardial 

pad had not yet been characterized. In this study, we were able to evaluate changes in RSCT with 

high spatial resolution in the local region near the epicardial pad.  We observed a highly variable 

effect of the epicardial pad on the local myocardial function in this small patient cohort; function 

can either decrease markedly, or even increase. The ability to resolve this kind of detail may prove 

useful in optimizing implantation procedures with larger patient datasets. 
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2.4.2 Limitations 

The primary limitation of this preliminary study is the small number of patients analyzed; 

however, the results demonstrate that regional shortening from CT can measure both the baseline 

state of the endocardium, and changes in regional cardiac function with high spatial resolution 

and high precision without making a priori assumptions about LV geometry. In addition, with 

recent advances in CT scanners, including wide-detector technology, dual source x-ray, and high 

pitch acquisition platforms, ED and ES phases can now be acquired in a single heartbeat and at 

very low x-ray dose [29], [83]. Only one patient was excluded because of insufficient contrast 

between the LV blood pool and the myocardium leading to segmentation failure and, 

consequently, the inability to perform our analysis. Poor image quality from step artifacts can be 

avoided with single-beat CT technology. 
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Chapter 3: Analysis of regional and global left ventricular function using 4DCT before 

and after cardiac resynchronization therapy 

3.1 Introduction 

 As discussed in Chapter 1, there is currently an unmet clinical need for increasing the 

fraction of heart failure patients that respond to CRT. 4DCT has the potential to make a significant 

impact in this field because it is a robust imaging tool that can identify regions of scar [50], [78], 

[84], supply coronary vein morphology and location, and can be used to quantify LV dyssynchrony 

[45].  In this chapter, we evaluate the prognostic value of 4DCT-derived metrics of LV function, 

shape, and dyssynchrony for predicting both imaging- and clinically-based definitions of response 

to CRT. 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Subjects 

 A subset of 83 patients was acquired from the “Empiric Versus Imaging-Guided Left 

Ventricular Lead Placement in Cardiac Resynchronization Therapy” (ImagingCRT) study [42], 

[50], [92]. All patients had symptomatic heart failure, (New York Heart Association [NYHA] classes 

II-IV despite optimal medical therapy), echo-derived LVEF ≤ 35%, electrocardiogram (ECG) QRS 

≥ 120 milliseconds with left bundle-branch block (LBBB) morphology or RV paced QRS > 180 

milliseconds. The patients involved in the study all received a CRT device at Aarhus University 

Hospital, Skejby, Denmark. The implantation procedure has been previously described in detail 

[42], [50], [92]. As part of this procedure, a lead was not placed in a segment of myocardium that 

was visually non-viable from the CT scan. Patients gave written consent prior to enrollment and 

the local ethics committee and the Danish Data Protection Agency approved the study. 

3.2.2 Cardiac 4DCT imaging 

 Each patient had a retrospective, contrast-enhanced, ECG-gated 4DCT exam the day 

prior to implantation and 6 months after the procedure. Cardiac CT was performed using a 
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Somaton Definition Flash scanner (Siemens AG Healthcare, Forcheim, Germany) with a gantry 

rotation time of 280 milliseconds, tube voltage 80- to 120 kV, adaptive tube current with a 

reference of 370 mAs, and 128 x 0.6-mm collimation. Images were reconstructed in 5% 

intervals of the cardiac cycle (SAFIRE; Siemens AG Healthcare). An example patient’s pre and 

post CRT 4DCT data is shown in Figure 12. Of the 83 total patients originally acquired, 44 had 

both pre and post procedure CT datasets which were analyzable and were therefore included in 

this current study.  

Table 5 explains why certain patients were excluded from the 4DCT analysis. 

 
Figure 12. Patients with 4DCT exams pre and post Cardiac Resynchronization Therapy (CRT) were 
acquired. Axial images pre and post are shown for end-diastole (A,D) and end-systole (B,E). A posterior 
view of the 3D renderings of the end-diastolic volume pre (C) and post (F) CRT are also shown. The 
positions of the pacing leads are visualized precisely in both the 2D and 3D CT images. 
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Table 5. Forty-four out of 83 subjects with both pre and post 4DCT exams were included in this study. 
Thirty-nine subjects were not analyzed using 4DCT for the reasons described. 

 Reason for images not analyzed n (%) 

Pre CRT Helical step artifact 25/83 (30) 

Poor LV blood pool-myocardium contrast 3/83 (4) 

Lead artifact 1/83 (1) 

Part of LV blood pool cut off 2/83 (2) 

Post CRT Helical step artifact 2/83 (2) 

Poor LV blood pool-myocardium contrast 4/83 (5) 

Lead artifact 1/83 (1) 

Part of LV blood pool cut off 1/83 (1) 

Total 39/83 (47) 

 

3.2.3 Left ventricular endocardial segmentation and identification of lead locations from 4DCT 

images 

 The LV blood pool was segmented from the contrast-enhanced 4DCT images in 3D using 

a region-growing algorithm in ITK-SNAP [93] as described above in section 2.2.2. Example 

segmentations at end-diastole pre and post CRT are shown in 2D (Figure 13A) and 3D (Figure 

13B). The tips of the left and right leads were also labeled in the post CRT end-diastolic image. 

The tips of the leads were used to identify the position of the pacing electrodes because they 

were the most specific landmarks in the image. For regional metrics of cardiac function and 

dyssynchrony, the LV endocardial surface was divided into 90 (18 circumferential x 5 longitudinal) 

segments and displayed as a bullseye plot (Figure 13C). This segmentation process enabled 

identification of the endocardial segments closest to the tips of the leads. 
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Figure 13. A) In order to quantify left ventricular (LV) volumes and analyze the shape and deformation of 
the endocardial surface pre and post CRT, the LV blood pool was segmented from the 4DCT images. B) 
The 3D renderings of these segmentation volumes are shown at end-diastole with the tip of the left and 
right leads labeled. C) This segmentation process allows for identification of the LV segment closest to the 
tip of the left and right leads in a 90 (18 circumferential x 5 longitudinal) segment bullseye plot. 

 

3.2.4 Analysis of global and regional 4DCT-derived metrics of left ventricular shape, function, and 

dyssynchrony 

3.2.4.1 4DCT-derived left ventricular volumes and ejection fraction 

 LV volumes were computed from the 4DCT images by counting the number of voxels 

identified as blood pool in the LV segmentation from the tip of the endocardial apex to the mitral 

valve plane at each timeframe across the cardiac cycle. End-diastolic volume (EDV) was 

measured as the LV volume at 0 milliseconds from the QRS scanner trigger. End-systolic volume 

(ESV) was measured at the timeframe where the minimum LV volume occurred. These volumes 

were obtained by counting voxels included in the LV blood pool segmentation which excluded the 

papillary muscles. EDV and ESV were used to calculate EF as shown in Figure 14A. 
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Figure 14. A) End-diastolic volume (EDV) and end-systolic volume (ESV) were derived from the 3D 
segmentation volumes by counting the number of pixels labeled as LV blood pool pre and post CRT. End-
diastole (ED) was defined as 0% of the R-R interval, or 0 milliseconds from the QRS scanner trigger. End-
systole (ES) was defined as the timeframe where the minimum LV volume occurred. Ejection fraction (EF) 
was also measured using EDV and ESV. B) Regional endocardial shortening (RSCT) was measured pre 
and post CRT and plotted versus time for 90 LV segments; the curve for one segment is shown. Peak RSCT 
was identified as the minimum point on the curve (red). The time to onset of shortening (TOS) was defined 
as the time where the segment reaches 10% of the dynamic range of shortening from ED to peak RSCT 

(blue). 

 

3.2.4.2 4DCT-derived regional left ventricular endocardial shortening 

 CT regional endocardial shortening (RSCT) was measured pre and post CRT as previously 

described in section 2.2.2. RSCT was plotted versus time for 90 LV segments; the curve for one 

segment is shown in Figure 14B. Peak RSCT was identified as the minimum point on the curve 

(red). TOS was defined as the time where the segment reached 10% of the dynamic range of 

shortening from ED to peak RSCT (blue). Peak RSCT and TOS in the segments closest to left and 

right leads were recorded.  

 In addition to these regional metrics, global mechanical dyssynchrony was quantified 

using the CURE index. From the 90-segment bullseye plot at each timeframe, RSCT was plotted 

as a function of wall position, p, in 18 uniformly spaced segments for three slices that 

encompassed the full ventricle below the LV outflow tract (inner 3 rings of bullseye) (s = 1, 2, 3). 
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These slices correspond to similar measurement locations used in both MRI and echo. The most 

basal slices (outer two rings of the bullseye plot) were not included in the CURE analysis to avoid 

discontinuities due to the LV outflow tract. As shown in Figure 15, each vector, x(p), at time, t, 

and slice, s, was subjected to Fourier Analysis using MATAB’s built-in function fft. A function, 

C(s,t), was defined as 

C(s, t) = 	5
|𝑓'|

|𝑓'| + 2|𝑓%|
(3.1) 

where f0 and f1 are the zero and first order Fourier coefficients, respectively [44]. If C(s,t) = 1, then 

contraction in that slice was perfectly synchronous. Dyssynchronous contraction was indicated 

by C(s,t) < 1. In this study, we defined two CURE indices, CUREsys and CUREtot, using the values 

of C(s,t). To calculate CUREsys, C(s,t) was averaged over space and time, but only from the end-

diastolic timeframe +1 (ted+1) to the end-systolic timeframe (tes). CUREtot included all timeframes 

from ted+1 to the end of the R-R interval (tend). 
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Figure 15. A) 90 segment bullseye plot of RSCT at end-systole (ES). CURE is calculated for the 3 inner rings 
of the bullseye (s=1,2,3) to avoid discontinuities due to the location of the LV outflow tract. B) RSCT is plotted 
for the middle slice (s=2) as a function of wall position, p, for two different timeframes: mid-systole (ms) and 
ES (es). C) Fourier analysis is performed on the x(p)s,t curves and C(s,t) is defined using the zero (f0) and 
first-order (f1) Fourier coefficients as shown. D) If C(s,t) is closer to 1, then contraction is synchronous while 
a C(s,t) closer to 0 indicated dyssynchronous contraction. In this study, we evaluated two CURE indices. 
CUREsys is averaged over space and time but only from ted+1 to tes, while CUREtot included all timeframes 
reconstructed across the R-R interval (tend). 

 

3.2.4.3 4DCT-derived left ventricular endocardial sphericity 

 LV sphericity (Sph) describes the relationship between the length of the long-axis to the 

width of the short-axis [94]–[96]. In this study, principal component analysis (PCA) was used to 

derive the sphericity of the endocardial surface at ED and ES. Using MATLAB’s built-in pca 

function, the principal component axes, or the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix, and the 

associated eigenvalues were derived for the three spatial coordinates of the ED and ES point 

clouds with the long-axis of the LV aligned with the z-axis.  Then, sphericity was defined as the 

ratio of the eigenvalue for third principal component (PC3) to the eigenvalue for the first principal 

component (PC1) [97].  This process is summarized in Figure 16 and shows two example subjects 
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prior to CRT; the first subject had high LV sphericity (A, closer to Sph=1) and the second had low 

LV sphericity (B, closer to Sph=0). 

 

 
Figure 16. Principal component analysis (PCA) was used to derive the sphericity (Sph) of the endocardial 
surface at end-diastole and end-systole. Sphericity describes the relationship between the length of the 
long-axis to the width of the short-axis using the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the point cloud 
defining the endocardial surface.  The first and third principal axes defined by the eigenvectors of the 
covariance matrix, or principal component 1 (PC1) and principal component 3 (PC3) are used. Two example 
subjects are shown with high sphericity (A, closer to Sph=1) and low sphericity (B, closer to Sph=0). 

 

3.2.5 Comparison of 4DCT- and 2D echocardiography-derived left ventricular global metrics of 

left ventricular function 

 As part of the ImagingCRT study, all patients underwent echocardiographic evaluation pre 

and 6-months post implantation of the CRT device. Echo studies were performed on a 

commercially available system (Vivid E9, GE Medical Systems, Horten, Norway) and analyzed 

offline (EchoPac BT11-12, GE Medical Systems). ESV, EDV, and EF were estimated using 

Simpson’s biplane method [50]. These 2D echo-derived volumes and EFs were compared to the 

4DCT-derived volumes and EFs for the 44 subjects included in this study. Absolute change in EF 

and percent change in ESV pre and post CRT were also calculated. Classification of response to 
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CRT base on CT and echo definitions was compared. Correlation coefficients between the 

estimates from the two imaging modalities were computed using MATLAB’s built-in function 

corcoeff. After this comparison was performed, only the CT-derived values were used in further 

analysis for imaging-based definitions of CRT response. In this study, we evaluated three different 

definitions that have been used previously to define response to CRT: 1) ≥5% increase in 4DCT-

derived EF, 2) ≥15% decrease in 4DCT-derived ESV, and 3) clinical response defined as 

improvement in NYHA class and 10% increase in the 6 min walk test, or freedom from 

hospitalization for heart failure or death. 

3.2.6 Development of the lead placement score using linear discriminant analysis 

 To evaluate the prognostic value of the 4DCT-derived metrics of LV shape, function, and 

dyssynchrony described above, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) was used to create a lead 

placement score (LPS) for the three different definitions of response. The 4DCT-derived input 

variables of EF, EDV, ESV, CUREtot, CUREsys, TOS near the left lead, Peak RSCT near the left 

lead, SphED, and SphES were all considered for inclusion in the LPS. 

 MATLAB’s built-in function fitdiscr was used to fit a LDA model to the set of input predictors 

given the response classifications and use of an empirical prior. 5-fold cross-validation was used 

to detect overfitting of the model. The intercept and linear coefficient terms were recorded for 

each of the 5 folds. Due to the small sample size and random splitting of training and validation 

cohorts, the output parameters of the model were subject to some variation. In order to obtain 

confidence intervals on the model coefficients and intercept, the process of model fitting was 

repeated for 1000 random permutations of the 5 folds. MATLAB’s kfoldpredict function was used 

to obtain the predicted scores for each of the 1000 models. Then, MATLAB’s perfcurve function 

was used to create the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves using these scores with 

the positive class label as ‘responder.’ Using linear interpolation, the ROC curves were combined 
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and the 5th, 50th, and 95th percentile curves were computed. These ROC curves were compared 

to an ROC curve which was generated using just 4DCT-derived EF as the predictor. 

 The model fitting was repeated for different combinations of predictors. The model with 

the highest median area under the curve (AUC) and highest negative predictive value (NPV) was 

chosen for the parameters of the LPS. From that best performing model, the median coefficients 

and intercept from the 5 folds and 1000 iterations were computed. These output parameters were 

then used to calculate an LPS for each of the 44 patients included in the study. A new ROC curve 

was computed using those scores and compared to the median ROC from the model fitting 

process. From the LPS scores, an example threshold was chosen to balance the total number of 

false negatives and false positives and a new non-responder rate was calculated. A LPS was 

computed for the two CT-based definitions of response to CRT as well as the clinical definition of 

response. 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Study Population 

 Of the original 83 patients acquired, 44 subjects had both pre and post 4DCT exams which 

were analyzable. Of the 39 total patients which were excluded, almost 70% (27/39) of them could 

not be analyzed because of a helical step artifact which distorted the endocardial surface. The 

second most common reason for exclusion (7/39) was inadequate contrast between the LV blood 

pool and the myocardium most likely due to poor timing of the contrast injection. The baseline 

clinical characteristics of the 44 subjects included in this study are shown in Table 6. About 90% 

of the subjects had LBBB, 20% had chronic right ventricular pacing, and 35% had atrial fibrillation. 

For the two CT-based definitions of response to CRT, 20/44 (45.5%) subjects were considered 

non-responders with a change in 4DCT-derived EF less than 5% and 16/44 (36.4%) subjects 

were classified as non-responders with a percent change in ESV less than 15%. Based on the 

criteria for a clinical response to CRT, 13/44 (29.5%) were considered non-responders. 
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Table 6. Baseline clinical characteristics of the subjects included in this study. 

N 44 

Male, n (%) 36 (81.8) 

Age, y 71.2 ± 7.7 

BMI, kg/m2 26.9 ± 4.4 

Medical history, n (%) Hypertension 12 (27.3) 

Diabetes mellitus 13 (29.5) 

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 3 (6.8) 

Ischemic cardiomyopathy 26 (59.1) 

Prior myocardial infarction 19 (43.2) 

Prior coronary artery bypass grafting 10 (22.7) 

NYHA class, n (%) II 22 (50.0) 

III 20 (45.5) 

IV 2 (4.5) 

Atrial fibrillation, n (%) Paroxysmal 7 (15.9) 

Permanent 9 (20.5) 

Medicine, n (%) β-blockers 38 (86.4) 

ACEI/ARB 41 (93.2) 

Loop diuretics 26 (59.1) 

Spironolactone 18 (40.9) 

QRS width, ms 175.7 ± 23.3 

Left bundle branch block, n (%) 40 (90.9) 

Chronic right ventricular pacing, n (%) 9 (20.5) 

eGFR, mL/min per 1.73m2 67.1 ± 15.6 

Nt-ProBNP, pg/mL 2363 ± 1962  

 

3.3.2 Comparison of echo- and 4DCT-derived global left ventricular function 

 We compared 2D echo- and 4DCT-derived left ventricular ESV, EDV, and EF as shown 

in Figure 17. Correlation was good between the two imaging modalities for baseline EDV (R=0.73, 

p<0.001) and ESV (R=0.76, p<0.001) and moderate for baseline EF (R=0.58, p<0.001). There 

was poor correlation between 2D echo and 4DCT post ESV, EDV, and EF. Agreement between 

the two modalities for classification of response to CRT was moderate based on percent change 
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in ESV (Figure 18A) and absolute change in EF (Figure 18B). Based on the established thresholds 

of response for both parameters, echo classified more subjects as responders to the procedure 

than CT. The echo-derived volumes and EF were not used further in the analysis. All imaging-

based definitions of response used the 4DCT-derived values.  

 
Figure 17. End-diastolic volume (EDV), end-systolic volume, (ESV), and ejection fraction (EF) were 
computed using both 2D echocardiography (Simpson’s method) and 4DCT (from the 3D segmentation 
volumes) for all subject included in this study. These parameters were compared before (A, B, C) and 6-
months after (D, E, F) CRT. The blue line is the line of identity and the red line is the linear fit through the 
points. Correlation coefficients and their corresponding p-values are also shown.   
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Figure 18. A) Correlation plot showing CT- and echo-derived percent changes in end-systolic volume (ESV) 
between baseline and 6-months post CRT. Responders for both modalities are subjects with ≥15% 
decrease in ESV. B) Correlation plot showing CT- and echo-derived changes in ejection fraction (EF) 
between baseline and 6-months post CRT. Responders for both modalities are subjects with ≥5% increase 
in EF. The line of identity is shown in blue and the linear fit through the points is shown in red. Correlation 
coefficients and their corresponding p-values are also shown. Regions where echo and CT agree on 
responder classification are highlighted in green and regions where the two modalities disagree are 
highlighted in yellow. Echo volumes were not used for further analysis in this work. 

 

3.3.3 4DCT-based metrics of left ventricular shape, function, and dyssynchrony 

 The distributions of EF (Figure 19) , EDV and ESV (Figure 20), CUREtot and CUREsys 

(Figure 21), peak RSCT and TOS (Figure 22), and SphED and SphES (Figure 23) in responders and 

non-responders prior to CRT were displayed as boxplots for all 3 definitions of response to CRT. 

Absolute changes pre and post CRT in CUREtot and CUREsys (Figure 24) and SphED and SphES 

(Figure 25) were also displayed as boxplots. Two-sided t-tests were performed to evaluate the 

differences in the distributions of all these parameters in responders and non-responders. In all 

figures, distributions that were significantly different are marked with an asterisk (*). This analysis 

was used to inform which parameters we should initially include in the fitting of the modes to 

create the LPS. 
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Figure 19. Boxplots displaying the distributions of 4DCT-derived ejection fraction (EF) pre-CRT in 
responders and non-responders for the three definitions of response to CRT: A) ≥5% increase in EF, B) 
≥15% decrease in end-systolic volume (ESV), and C) clinical response defined as improvement in New 
York Heart Association (NYHA) class and 10% increase in the 6 min walk test, or freedom from 
hospitalization for heart failure or death. Two-sided t-tests were performed to evaluate differences in the 
distributions with a significance level set to 0.05. The resulting p-values for these tests are also shown.  

 
Figure 20. Boxplots displaying the distributions of 4DCT-derived end-diastolic volume (EDV) and end-
systolic volume (ESV) pre CRT in responders and non-responders for the three definitions of response to 
CRT: (A,D) ≥5% increase in EF, (B,E) ≥15% decrease in end-systolic volume (ESV), and (C,F) clinical 
response defined as improvement in New York Heart Association (NYHA) class and 10% increase in the 6 
min walk test, or freedom from hospitalization for heart failure or death. Two-sided t-tests were performed 
to evaluate differences in the distributions with a significance level set to 0.05. The resulting p-values for 
these tests are also shown. Significant differences are marked with an asterisk (*). 
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Figure 21. Boxplots displaying the distributions of 4DCT-derived CUREtot and CUREsys pre CRT in 
responders and non-responders for the three definitions of response to CRT: (A,D) ≥5% increase in EF, 
(B,E) ≥15% decrease in end-systolic volume (ESV), and (C,F) clinical response defined as improvement in 
New York Heart Association (NYHA) class and 10% increase in the 6 min walk test, or freedom from 
hospitalization for heart failure or death. Two-sided t-tests were performed to evaluate differences in the 
distributions with a significance level set to 0.05. The resulting p-values for these tests are also shown.  

 

 
Figure 22. Boxplots displaying the distributions of 4DCT-derived time to onset of shortening (TOS) and 
peak RSCT near the left lead pre CRT in responders and non-responders for the three definitions of 
response to CRT: (A,D) ≥5% increase in EF, (B,E) ≥15% decrease in end-systolic volume (ESV), and (C,F) 
clinical response defined as improvement in New York Heart Association (NYHA) class and 10% increase 
in the 6 min walk test, or freedom from hospitalization for heart failure or death. Two-sided t-tests were 
performed to evaluate differences in the distributions with a significance level set to 0.05. The resulting p-
values for these tests are also shown. Significant differences are marked with an asterisk (*). 
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Figure 23. Boxplots displaying the distributions of 4DCT-derived endocardial sphericity at end-diastole (ED) 
and end-systole (ES), or SphED and SphES, pre CRT in responders and non-responders for the three 
definitions of response to CRT: (A,D) ≥5% increase in EF, (B,E) ≥15% decrease in end-systolic volume 
(ESV), and (C,F) clinical response defined as improvement in New York Heart Association (NYHA) class 
and 10% increase in the 6 min walk test, or freedom from hospitalization for heart failure or death. Two-
sided t-tests were performed to evaluate differences in the distributions with a significance level set to 0.05. 
The resulting p-values for these tests are also shown.  
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Figure 24. Changes in CUREtot and CUREsys pre and post CRT were evaluated for the three definitions of 
response: ≥5% increase in ejection fraction (EF), ≥15% decrease in end-systolic volume (ESV), and clinical 
response. Clinical response was defined as having one of the following outcomes: improvement in NYHA 
class and 10% increase in the 6 min walk test, or freedom from hospitalization for heart failure or death. A 
two-sided t-test was used to evaluate differences between the responders and non-responders with a 
significance level set to 0.05. Groups where a significant difference occurred are marked with an asterisk 
(*). 
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Figure 25. Changes pre and post CRT in endocardial sphericity at end-diastole (ED) and end-systole (ES), 
SphED and SphES, were evaluated for the three definitions of response: ≥5% increase in ejection fraction 
(EF), ≥15% decrease in end-systolic volume (ESV), and clinical response. Clinical response was defined 
as having one of the following outcomes: improvement in NYHA class and 10% increase in the 6 min walk 
test, or freedom from hospitalization for heart failure or death. A two-sided t-test was used to evaluate 
differences between the responders and non-responders with a significance level set to 0.05. Groups where 
a significant difference occurred are marked with an asterisk (*). 

 

3.3.4 Lead placement scores for CT-based definitions of response to CRT 

 For both CT-based definitions of response, the 4DCT-derived predictors which produced 

the highest AUC and NPV were EDV, ESV, CUREtot, CUREsys, and TOS. The median coefficients 

and intercepts for both models are shown in Table 7 with the 5th and 95th percentile values 

reported as well. For the definition of response based on absolute change in EF, the median AUC 

from 1000 model fittings with 5-fold cross validation was 0.78 (Figure 26A). Using the median 

coefficients and intercept from those models, the LPS was calculated using the 44 patients and 

an AUC of 0.87 was achieved (Figure 26B). Using the LPS and an example threshold of 0.21, the 

new non-responder rate decreased from 45.5% to 17.4% (Figure 27A). Sensitivity, specificity, 

positive predictive value (PPV), and NPV for this given threshold are shown in Table 8. 
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 For the definition of response based on percent change in ESV, the median AUC from 

1000 model fittings with 5-fold cross validation was 0.65 (Figure 26C). Using the median 

coefficients and intercept from those models, the LPS generated an AUC of 0.79 (Figure 26D). 

Using the LPS and an example threshold of 0.20, the new non-responder rate decreased from 

36.4% to 16.7% (Figure 27B). Sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV for this given threshold are 

shown in Table 8. 

Table 7. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) with 5-fold cross validation was used to derive a lead placement 
score (LPS) for this cohort of 44 patients using the variables listed in the table. Models were created for 
both CT-based response definitions: ≥5% increase in ejection fraction (EF) and ≥15% decrease in end-
systolic volume (ESV). The analysis was performed 1000 times in order to obtain confidence intervals for 
the coefficients and intercept. The median, 5th, and 95th percentiles of these parameters are shown for both 
models. 

 
Median Coefficient [5th, 95th percentile] 

Variable Units CT Response: ΔEF CT Response: % ΔESV 

EDV mL -0.057 [-0.087, -0.040] -0.020 [-0.041, -0.003] 

ESV mL 0.052 [0.033, 0.080] 0.023 [0.003, 0.046] 

CUREtot - -21.2 [-41.1, -13.9] -15.5 [-27.5, -8.18] 

CUREsys - 12.8 [7.74, 26.5] 10.4 [5.00, 19.7] 

TOS - 7.4 [3.96, 13.6] 10.5 [7.23, 15.5] 

Intercept 11.7 [7.02, 21.1] 3.96 [-0.749, 10.1] 
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Figure 26. The median, 5th, and 95th percentile receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and the area 
under the curve (AUC) for using only ejection fraction (EF) as predictor of response are compared to the 
median, 5th, and 95th percentile ROC and AUC of the 1000, 5-fold cross-validated models used to derive 
the coefficients and intercept of the lead placement score (LPS) for predicting response. These results are 
shown for both CT-based definitions of response: A) ≥5% increase in ejection fraction (EF) and C) ≥15% 
decrease in end-systolic volume (ESV). The medians weights from A and C were used to create the LPS 
and evaluated in the 44 patients. These ROC curves were compared to the median ROCs shown in A and 
C. Performance is slightly higher for both the EF response (B) and ESV response (D) as the LPS was 
evaluated in the same patients used to derive the score. A separate validation cohort is needed to truly 
evaluate the performance of the LPS. 
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Figure 27. From the models derived using linear discriminant analysis, the median coefficients and intercept 
were used to create a lead placement score (LPS) for both CT-based definitions of response: A) ≥5% 
increase in ejection fraction (EF) and B) ≥15% decrease in end-systolic volume (ESV). LPS was then 
evaluated in the 44 patients and new non-responder rates were calculated. These rates were determined 
by the thresholds shown which determined who should undergo CRT based on the LPS.   

 

Table 8. Prediction performance of the lead placement score (LPS) for a selected threshold for both CT-
based definitions of response. The LPS, and therefore the chosen thresholds, are unitless. 

 
CT Response: ΔEF CT Response: % ΔESV 

Example Threshold for LPS 0.21 0.20 

Sensitivity (%) 79.2 89.3 

Specificity (%) 80.0 68.8 

Positive Predictive Value (%) 82.6 86.2 

Negative Predictive Value (%) 76.2 78.6 

 

3.3.5 Lead placement score for clinical definition of response to CRT 

 For the clinical definition of response to CRT, the predictors which produced the highest 

AUC and NPV were EDV, ESV, RSCT, SphED, and SphES. The median coefficients and intercept 
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for this model are shown in Table 9 with the 5th and 95th percentiles values included as well. the 

median AUC from 1000 model fittings with 5-fold cross validation was 0.63 (Figure 28A). Using 

the median coefficients and intercept from those models, the LPS was calculated using the 44 

patients and an AUC of 0.79 was achieved (Figure 28B). Using the LPS and an example threshold 

of 0.05, the new non-responder rate decreased from 29.5% to 18.9% (Figure 28C). Sensitivity, 

specificity, PPV, and NPV for this given threshold are shown in Table 10. 

 

Table 9. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) with 5-fold cross validation was used to derive a lead placement 
score (LPS) for this cohort of 44 patients using the predictors listed in the table. A model was created using 
the clinical definition of response: improvement in NYHA class and 10% increase in the 6 min walk test, or 
freedom from hospitalization for heart failure or death. The analysis was performed 1000 times in order to 
obtain confidence intervals for the coefficients and intercept. The median, 5th, and 95th are shown for these 
parameters. 

 
Median Coefficient [5th, 95th percentile] 

Variable Units Response: Clinical 

EDV mL -0.044 [-0.075, -0.025] 

ESV mL 0.049 [0.026, 0.086] 

RSCT - -11.3 [-17.6, -6.63] 

SphED - 18.6 [8.69, 32.1]  

SphES - -19.6 [-33.6, -10.6] 

Intercept 1.80 [-0.965, 5.42] 
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Figure 28. The median, 5th, and 95th percentile receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and the area 
under the curve (AUC) for just ejection fraction (EF) are compared to the median, 5th, and 95th percentile 
ROC and AUC of the 1000, 5-fold cross validated model used to derive the coefficients and intercept of the 
lead placement score (LPS). The results are shown for the clinical response definition: improvement in 
NYHA class and 10% increase in 6 min walk test, or freedom from hospitalization for heart failure or death. 
B) The medians weights from A were used to create the LPS and evaluated in the 44 patients. The ROC 
curve was compared to the median ROC shown in A. C) LPS was then evaluated in the 44 patients and a 
new non-responder rate was calculated. This rate was determined by the threshold shown which 
determined who should undergo CRT based on the LPS.  
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Table 10. Prediction performance of the lead placement score (LPS) for a selected threshold for the clinical 
definition of response to CRT. 

 
 

Clinical Response 

Example Threshold for LPS 0.05 

Sensitivity (%) 96.8 

Specificity (%) 46.2 

Positive Predictive Value (%) 81.1 

Negative Predictive Value (%) 85.7 

 

 

3.4 Discussion 

3.4.1. Main Findings 

 In this chapter, we demonstrate the potential of 4DCT-derived metrics of LV shape, global 

and regional function, and dyssynchrony for predicting both CT- and clinically-based response to 

CRT through the development of the LPS. In a cohort of 44 subjects from the ImagingCRT study 

[42], 4DCT-derived EF, EDV, ESV, CUREtot, CUREsys, peak RSCT near the left lead, TOS near 

the left lead, SphED, and SphES were evaluated pre and 6-months post CRT. A LPS was created 

for each of the three definitions of response (2 CT-based, 1 Clinical) using 5-fold cross-validated 

LDA. An LPS score based on a combination of LV EDV, ESV, CUREtot, CUREsys, and TOS 

measured in the pre-CRT produced the highest median AUC for predicting response based on 

an absolute increase in EF and precent decrease in ESV. The improvement in AUC using the 

LPS versus pre-EF alone was 66% for ΔEF and 23% for percent ΔESV.  When the LPS was 

evaluated in the whole cohort using two example thresholds of 0.21 and 0.20, the original non-

responder rate decreased by 62% for the ΔEF model and 54% for the percent ΔESV model.  

However, this decrease in the non-responder rate came with the cost of a 21% false negative rate 

(1-sensitivity) for ΔEF and 11% false negative rate for percent ΔESV. For the clinical definition of 

response, the model which included pre EDV, ESV, peak RSCT, SphED, and SphES improved the 
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median AUC by 40% compared to EF alone. Using the LPS with an example threshold of 0.05, 

the original clinical non-responder rate decreased by 36% with a 3% false negative rate. These 

results are reasonably consistent with other studies that used either speckle-tracking 

echocardiography, cine MRI, MRI tagging, or commercially-available CT feature-tracking strain 

algorithms [41], [43], [45], [50], [56], [98]. Some of these studies demonstrated some benefit of 

quantifying LV mechanical dyssynchrony and/or scar assessment to improve CRT response; 

however, important differences between these studies are discussed in the next section. 

3.4.2. Comparisons to other studies for image-guided LV lead placement 

 Results from echo-guided lead placement single- and multi-center studies have been 

mixed; some found poor correlation with echo-derived dyssynchrony metrics and CRT response 

[49], [60] while others found that echo-derived metrics provided prognostic information [41], [61]. 

Chung et al., reported poor reproducibility in their echo-derived metrics of dyssynchrony and it is 

well documented that regional echo-derived measures can be highly variable [79], [99].  In our 

current study, we found very poor correlation between echo- and CT-derived parameters such as 

EDV, ESF and EF.  In addition, many of the previous studies measured time to peak strain as a 

metric of late-activated myocardium. However, in a study by Auger et al., they showed using CMR 

cine DENSE imaging that TOS correlated better than time to peak strain with electrical activation 

and, in their cohort, TOS was an independent predictor of reverse LV remodeling while time to 

peak strain was not [43]. In this study, we used a highly reproducible method for obtaining high-

resolution estimates of endocardial deformation, and subsequently TOS, for the full 3D volume of 

the heart across the entire cardiac cycle. Aalen et al., were able to obtain estimates of myocardial 

work using pressure-strain curves created by speckle-tracking echocardiography-derived 

longitudinal strain. They found that the difference in septal and lateral wall work combined with 

CMR late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) imaging was predictive of LV reverse remodeling 

(AUC=0.88) [41]. However, this method requires insertion of a catheter with a pressure gauge 
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into the LV. Because we do not have invasive pressure recordings for the patients involved in our 

study, we are not able to compare estimates of myocardial work.  It is feasible that these pressure 

measurements could be made during device implantation and retrospectively matched with 

4DCT, or invasive pressure could be made during the CT scan if heroic engineering development 

in interventional CT were to take place.  

 Several single-center studies have shown that CMR cine DENSE-derived CURE and TOS 

in combination with other parameters such as QLV, absence of scar as determined by late 

gadolinium enhancement (LGE) , and the Seattle Heart Failure Model SHFM-D) are associated 

with both an echo-based definition of response (≥15% decrease in LVESV at 6-months) and a 

clinical response to CRT (freedom form death, heart transplant, LV assist device, or appropriate 

ICD therapies) [43], [58], [59]. QLV interval is measured from the onset of the QRS wave in a 

surface ECG to the first major deflection recorded from an electrode stimulating the LV [100], 

[101]. While these results are very promising, the difficulty in obtaining high quality DENSE MR 

images, and the lack of open source or commercially available DENSE analysis software currently 

prohibits widespread clinical adoption [102]. In addition, these studies did not report results for 

patients with chronic RV pacing, which accounted for 21% of the patients in our study. For patients 

with RV pacing or an ICD system in place, CMR may be unsuitable because of significant image 

degradation due to metal artifacts, or the devices are not MRI-compatible. As demonstrated in 

our study, 4DCT can obtain estimates of LV function and dyssynchrony in these patients. In fact, 

4DCT has the potential to become the robust and widely available imaging method that this field 

needs to assess all patients considered for CRT. 4DCT requires only a single heartbeat to acquire 

truly 4D images and our highly reproducible extraction and analysis of the endocardial surface 

does not require a skilled user to contour the myocardium, which can lead to highly variable results 

as seen with echo, MRI, and other CT analysis methods. With the introduction of deep learning 
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segmentation, our method for obtaining estimates of endocardial shape, function, and 

dyssynchrony will likely not require any user invention [103].  

 Recently, a few single-center studies have attempted to use CT for planning CRT lead 

placement with mixed success. Truong et al. showed that their CT metrics of dyssynchrony were 

associated with 2-year major adverse cardiac events (MACE), but not with 6-month CRT 

response based on their clinical composite score [57]. However, the dyssynchrony metrics 

reported in this study were all based on time to maximum wall thickness or inward wall motion, 

not time to onset. In a small, proof-of-concept, prospective study of 18 patients, Gould et al., also 

used time to peak contraction (derived from CT endocardial contours) combined with late iodine 

enhancement for CT scar imaging to target the latest mechanically activated AHA segment that 

was free from scar. Using this method, they found that dP/dtmax was superior in target vs. non-

target segments but still had a non-response rate of 28%. Similar results in acute response to 

CRT were found by Behar et al. [98]. 

 The majority of previous studies discussed in this chapter evaluated the prognostic value 

of individual predictors or combined 2 to 3 of them. In our study, we use LDA, one of the simplest 

forms of machine learning, to create the LPS which best separates responders and non-

responders for the given predictors. For both the clinical and CT-based definitions of response, 5 

parameters in total contributed to the predictive power of the models. Yet, to reiterate, the three 

LPS developed in this chapter will need to be validated in a separate cohort. Thresholds for the 

validated LPS can then be chosen to achieve the desired sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV. 

In this chapter we have demonstrated the choice of example LPS thresholds in our cohort, to 

provide new non-responder rates which were lower than the rates reported in most of the studies 

mentioned in this chapter, with the caveat that false negative cases were also found with that 

threshold.  Conversely, the LPS might be able to identify patients for whom CRT is contraindicated 

by the prior guidelines who may actually benefit from the procedure. The trade-off between the 
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false negative and false positive rates will need to be evaluated by the patient and physician 

community. These results are very promising for 4DCT-guided LV lead placement to decrease 

the non-response rate of CRT. 

 Lastly, most of the CMR and CT studies discussed above used 2D echo-derived volumes 

to define a patient’s response to CRT; in this study we chose to use our 4DCT-derived volumes 

because they were more reproducible. The original non-responder rates in the 44 patients were 

slightly higher for both imaging-based definitions of response (4DCT-EF: 45.5%, 4DCT-ESV: 

36.4%) than the clinical definition (29.5%). This result is the opposite of what was seen in a larger 

subset of 155 patients from the ImagingCRT study by Fyenbo et al. most likely because their 

imaging-based definition of response was a ≥5% increase in 2D echo-derived EF [50]. In this 

study, we used 4DCT-derived values of EF and ESV when defining imaging-based response to 

CRT because of the reported poor reproducibility and underestimation of non-contrast 2D echo-

derived volumes using Simpson’s biplane method [104], [105]. Our method for obtaining LV 

volumes from 4DCT by voxel counting is contour-free, derived from the full 3D volume (potentially 

in a single heartbeat), and does not make assumptions about LV shape or geometry.  Our 4DCT 

method of measuring chamber volumes is a precise estimate of the LV blood volume; whereas 

the echocardiography method relies on user contours of the endocardial surface and is likely an 

estimate of “an endocardial shell”, not the precise LV blood volume.  The difference between 

these two methods (4DCT and echo) for measuring LV function through LV volumes indicates the 

need for further investigation.    

3.4.3. Limitations 

 One limitation of this study is the cohort size. Thirty-nine of 83 patients were excluded 

from the initial analysis because either the pre or post 4DCT scan was not analyzable. However, 

almost 70% of these patients were excluded because of helical step-artifacts and 18% because 

of poor LV blood pool-myocardium contrast. In future studies, these issues leading to poor image 
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quality can be avoided with single heart beat CT technology and improved protocols for timing of 

contrast injection [29]. In addition, while the initial results of this study indicate that these 4DCT-

derived parameters have prognostic value, the example thresholds for the LPS were derived 

using the same cohort upon which the models were trained. Although we utilized cross-validation 

and the reported confidence intervals suggest stable fitting of the models, larger studies with an 

independent validation cohort will need to be performed to verify these results. Lastly, patient 

selection for the procedure can vary center-to-center and the 4DCT exams and the CRT 

implantation procedures in this study were performed at a single center.  The success rate of the 

CRT procedure will be affected by the skill level and experience of each center; AUH has deep 

experience with CRT; therefore, leads were not placed in a “blinded” fashion.  The physicians at 

AUH had access to both the pre-CRT 4DCT and echo studies - they explicitly avoided placing 

leads in areas of low myocardial function which likely significantly moved the patient cohort away 

from the non-responder category.  

 Lastly, our current method for evaluating regional endocardial shortening (RSCT) does not 

allow for measurement of transmural deformation. Some segments with abnormally low RSCT 

prior to CRT, which is usually associated with myocardial scar [84], saw a surprising increase in 

function post CRT.  It is difficult to imagine any imaging method to predict this unexpected 

recovery; perhaps myocardial viability with FDG PET could help [106]. In future studies, 

combining RSCT with precise measurements of ED wall thickness could improve the ability of our 

4DCT methods to assess myocardial viability and prediction of response to CRT.  The use of ED 

wall thickness was used by the AUH physicians as an indicator of the existence of infarct, but we 

did not include it in our LPS metric. 
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Chapter 4: Novel methods for evaluation of left ventricular torsion and regional strain 

from 4DCT images 

4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 Building on the foundations of CT SQUEEZ 

 We demonstrated in Chapters 2 and 3 of this work that SQUEEZ can be used to 

characterize the baseline state of the endocardium and subsequent changes in LV function after 

TMVI and CRT. However, while SQUEEZ behaves like a strain, it is not a classical myocardial 

strain. Therefore, we built upon the foundations of SQUEEZ to evaluate LV endocardial 

deformation (regional longitudinal strain, regional circumferential strain, rotation, and torsion) in 

the standard coordinate system of the heart which are well understood in the field of 

biomechanics. Being able to measure these well-characterized parameters will allow for validation 

of our method against the gold standard MRI tagging.  

 A key step in the analysis pipeline is the segmentation of the LV. Previously for SQUEEZ, 

this was performed on reformatted and user-cropped short axis slices. We have implemented a 

new segmentation process using a region-growing algorithm [85] to identify the endocardial 

surface which is performed in the native resolution of scanner and axial orientation. This allows 

us to maintain the point spread function (PSF) of the scanner and extract the most accurate 

representation of the endocardial surface. We also added an additional feature to the 

segmentation process which uses Otsu’s method [86] to derive mathematically and 

deterministically the threshold used for segmentation. This removes user-variability in selecting 

this parameter and allows for the same high-resolution endocardial surface to be extracted every 

time.  

 In addition, the SQUEEZ algorithm relied on low aspect ratio and low skewness mesh 

faces to obtain physiologic measurements; this required downsampling and smoothing of the 

data. These processes did not affect the accuracy of SQUEEZ in initial studies because the 
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endocardium of the animal hearts was smooth with large features. However, a human LV has 

significantly more trabeculation yielding a very complex endocardial surface with smaller features. 

This complex texture provides a high density of fiducial markers which permit and have the 

potential to enhance the accuracy of nonrigid registration. Our new algorithms for measuring 

standard strains do not rely on individual mesh faces but on the “cloud” of endocardial points 

alone, allowing higher resolution analysis. Analysis of LV strain has often been restricted to a 

global value, such as GLS, or values depicted in the relatively low resolution AHA 17 segment 

model [107]. This limitation exists because other modalities have significantly lower spatial 

resolution than 4DCT. Performing our analysis on high resolution point clouds permits 

quantification of regional strain with variable patch sizes which will be crucial for analyzing human 

LVs with abnormal geometry and function, such as dyssynchrony and wall motion abnormalities, 

as seen in patients with mitral regurgitation. 

4.1.2 Limitations of other methods for measuring LV strain using CT 

 Although other methods exist to measure myocardial strains from 4DCT, they are based 

on image registration techniques that rely on a priori mechanical models to guide the registration 

or feature tracking algorithms within the myocardium where fiducial markers are sparse [108]–

[110]. Although our method does not currently permit measurement of transmural deformation, 

our approach takes advantage of the region of the CT volume where the greatest contrast and 

quantity of fiducial markers exists: the boundary between the endocardium and the contrast-

enhanced blood pool. Extraction of the blood pool boundary from 4DCT and the computation of 

endocardial deformation from points on that boundary have been shown to be highly reproducible 

[77], [90]. In addition, by segmenting all timeframes and using the registration method to solve for 

point-to-point correspondence, we detach our metrics from model-based analysis which may be 

inadequate when identifying and characterizing severely abnormal cardiac shape and function. 

Our newly developed algorithms for measuring standard metrics of cardiac function from 4DCT 
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volumes can analyze the deformation of the LV with no assumptions made about function or 

geometry. 

4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Obtaining 3D endocardial displacement fields from 4DCT images 

In order to measure endocardial deformation, the LV blood pool was segmented from all 

timeframes through the RR interval in 3D using a region-growing algorithm in ITK-snap (ver. 3.6.2) 

[85]. The segmentation threshold was derived from a region-of-interest within a mid-axial slice 

containing the blood pool and the myocardium at end-diastole (ED) using Otsu’s method [86]. 

From the surface of the LV blood pool segmentation volume, a point cloud was extracted using 

MATLAB’s built-in function isosurface (2018b, Mathworks, Natick, MA). Then, a nonrigid 

registration algorithm called Coherent Point Drift (CPD) [89] was used to solve for the 3D 

displacement fields between ED and each later timeframe within the cardiac cycle. The complete 

pipeline for obtaining these displacement fields from 4DCT data is summarized in Figure 29. 

These methods have been utilized, validated, and optimized previously to obtain 3D endocardial 

deformation fields for evaluating regional and global cardiac function [77], [78], [84], [111], [112]. 

Once registration was complete, the point clouds were rotated from the axial position so 

that the z-axis aligned with the long axis (LAX) of the LV. The user identified the LAX by selecting 

the apex and base of the LV in the ED volume. After this rotation, standard metrics of LV 

endocardial function, namely apical rotation, basal rotation, torsion, regional longitudinal strain, 

and regional circumferential strain, were derived from the 3D displacement fields. 
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Figure 29. 3D displacement fields are derived from 4DCT images in 3 steps: 1) left ventricular blood pool 
segmentation in 3D, 2) point-cloud extraction of the endocardial surface, and 3) nonrigid registration of that 
surface over the R-R interval. 

 

4.2.2 Endocardial rotation and torsion from 4DCT-derived displacement fields 

 Endocardial rotation and torsion about the long axis of the LV were measured from the 

registered point clouds in Cartesian coordinates [87], [112]. The template point cloud, or reference 

timeframe, was divided into 1-millimeter thick 2D short axis slices based on the z-position of the 

points. Corresponding slices were found at all other timeframes using the registered point clouds 

containing point-to-point correspondences with the template. Maximum likelihood (ML) estimation 

was used to solve for the rotation angle of each 2D slice, 𝑠, by modeling the motion of the points 

within that slice as an affine transformation as follows. 
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 The set of reference points was denoted 𝐗	 ∈ ℝ&(), where n is the number of points in the 

2D slice. The reference timeframe was always chosen to be ED. The motion of 𝐗 was modeled 

as the affine transformation 

𝓨 = 𝐀𝐗 + 𝐛 +𝓡, (4.1) 

where 𝐀 ∈ ℝ&(& is the transformation matrix, 𝐛 ∈ ℝ& is the translation vector, 𝓡 ∈ ℝ& is the 

residual, and 𝓨 ∈ ℝ&() is the result of the motion. The components of 𝐀 and 𝐛 were defined as 

𝐀 =	 W
𝑎%% 𝑎%&
𝑎&% 𝑎&&X 	and	𝐛 = 	 [

𝑏%
𝑏&
] . (4.2) 

It was assumed that the residual is a normally distributed random variable with zero mean and 

isotropic variance 

𝑝𝓡(𝒓) =
1

G(2𝜋)&|Σ|
exp e−

1
2𝒓

#𝚺+%𝒓g , (4.3) 

where 𝚺 is the covariance matrix and defined as 

𝚺 = 	σ𝐈 = 	 Wσ 0
0 σX .

(4.4) 

 The random variable 𝓨 followed the same distribution function with a shifted mean 𝝁 = 

𝐀𝐗 + 𝐛, therefore 

𝑝𝓨(𝒚) =
1

G(2𝜋)&|Σ|
exp l−

1
2
(𝐲 − 𝐀𝐱 − 𝐛)#𝚺+%(𝐲 − 𝐀𝐱 − 𝐛)o . (4.5) 

A parameter vector was defined as 𝜼 = [𝑎%%	𝑎%&	𝑎&%	𝑎&&	𝑏%		𝑏&	𝜎]T. The likelihood function for a 

given data point {𝐱-, 𝐲-} is called ℒ(𝜂|{𝐱-, 𝐲-}) and was found by evaluating the distribution at that 

data point 

ℒ(𝜼|{𝐱-, 𝐲-}) = 𝑝(𝐱-, 𝐲-|𝜼). (4.6) 

The likelihood function for the entire 2D slice was given by 
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ℒ = 	yℒ-
-

. (4.7) 

The negative log likelihood was then defined as 

𝑁𝐿𝐿 = − log(ℒ) = 	−~log(ℒ-)
-

. (4.8) 

In order to find the maximum likelihood estimate 𝜂∗, NLL was minimized  

𝜼∗ = argmin
𝜼

𝑁𝐿𝐿(𝜼) . (4.9) 

The minimization of NLL in order to find the maximum likelihood estimate for 𝜼 was performed 

using MATLAB’s built-in nonlinear solver fmincon. The initial conditions for each of the parameters 

were  

𝑨' = W1 0
0 1X , 𝒃' =	 W

0
0X , and	σ' = 1000, (4.10) 

which assumed zero scaling, shear, rotation, and translation. Because of this, σ' was initialized 

to a large enough value to account for the variability in point position within the slice. Lastly, an 

additional constraint was added to ensure σ was non-negative.  

 Once ML estimation was used to solve for unknown parameters 𝐀, 𝐛, and σ for slice 𝑠, 𝐀 =

𝐑𝐔 was decomposed into a stretch tensor 𝐔 and rotation matrix 

𝐑 =	 [R%% R%&
R&% R&&

] . (4.11) 

The rotation angle was then defined as 

𝜃(1) = tan+% e
R%&
R%%

g (4.12) 

as shown in Figure 30A. This definition of the rotation angle for a single slice follows the clinical 

convention that the counterclockwise rotation (as viewed from the apex toward the base) is a 
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positive angle while the clockwise rotation is negative [113]. In normal hearts, the apex rotates 

counterclockwise during systole, and the base has a net clockwise rotation. In a normalized 

coordinate system aligned with the long axis, the apical and basal slices were defined as 

percentages of the LV, where the apical tip of the endocardium is 0% and the mitral valve plane 

is 100%. LV twist was derived by subtracting the rotation of the apical slice from the rotation of 

the basal slice and LV torsion was defined as LV twist divided by the distance between the apical 

and basal slices. 

 

Figure 30. A) An example slice, s	, near the apex of the left ventricle which shows the displacement between 
end diastole (ED) and end systole (ES) from which the rotation angle, qs	, was derived. B) An example patch 
at ED and ES from which the strain tensor was derived. The standard cardiac coordinate system was 
calculated based on the normal vector, 𝑛'	, which defines the plane tangent to the patch at ED. 

 

4.2.3 Regional endocardial strain from 4DCT-derived displacement fields 

In order to measure regional endocardial strain, 15% of points within the template point 

cloud (ED) were randomly sampled to be centers of a set of circular patches covering the LV. All 

points within a given radius of the center point were extracted. A connectivity matrix was computed 

for the template point cloud using the faces computed by isosurface. To eliminate points from the 

patch that were on surfaces adjacent to the endocardium, such as the papillary muscles, a graph 

was created. This allowed distances to be computed along the surface of the ventricle instead of 

3D Euclidean distances. Points were excluded from the patch if their “graph distance” indicated 

they did not lie on the endocardial surface. An associated set of deformed patches was computed 
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at all other timeframes using the point-to-point correspondences determined by registration. Then, 

similar to the algorithm described in 4.2.2, an affine transformation was fit to the 3D motion of all 

points within patch, 𝑝, using ML estimation to solve for the unknown parameters 𝐀, 𝐛, and 𝜎. 

However, for this analysis, the motion model involved a 3x3 affine transformation matrix to 

describe the deformation. The Green strain tensor for each patch was derived from the affine 

transformation matrix and defined as 

𝐄 =
1
2
(𝑨3𝑨 − 𝐈)	 (4.13) 

To assess longitudinal and circumferential strain, 𝐄 was rotated into the standard 

coordinate system of the heart. Because the analysis involves a 2D surface in 3D space, radial 

strain cannot be computed with the current method. Using the same center points as for the strain 

calculation, a patch with a 15 mm radius was used to define the local surface topography. This 

larger radius was chosen to obtain a more stable estimate of the tangent plane to the surface due 

to the natural roughness of the endocardial surface. MATLAB’s pca function was used to compute 

the normal vector which defined the tangent plane. The circumferential vector was found as that 

vector that is perpendicular to the normal vector and has zero z-component. The longitudinal 

vector was defined as the unit vector orthogonal to the normal and circumferential vectors and 

was computed by taking their cross product. The strain tensor was rotated into the standard 

orientation by applying the 3D transformation defined by the computed unit vectors yielding 

longitudinal, E$$!", and circumferential, E!!!",  strain as principal strains for each patch as shown in 

Figure 30B.  

The computed strains were assigned to the point at the patch center. These sampled 

strains were interpolated to all points in the original point cloud using MATLAB’s built-in 

scatteredInterpolant function and smoothed with a Gaussian filter with a width of the same size 
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as the original patch radius. This was done to obtain strain maps on the endocardial surface with 

a resolution consistent with the original patch size used to estimate the regional deformation. 
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Chapter 5: Evaluating accuracy and precision of novel 4DCT-derived metrics of left 

ventricular function with phantom experiments  

5.1 Introduction 

 Herein, we conducted phantom experiments to validate the novel methods proposed in 

chapter 4 for measuring endocardial LV rotation, torsion, and standard cardiac strains 

(longitudinal 𝐸$$%&	and circumferential 𝐸!!%&) from 4DCT using point cloud registration and ML 

estimation. First, the accuracy of these methods is evaluated in a simulated clinical setting using 

a 3D-printed human LV endocardial phantom. The phantom is imaged under different conditions 

to test the performance of the algorithm with varying levels of image quality. Then, the precision 

and reproducibility of the proposed algorithm is estimated by imaging the phantom multiple times 

under the same scanning condition. 

5.2 Materials and Methods 

5.2.1 Left ventricular endocardial phantom with known physiologic displacements 

 In order to evaluate the accuracy and precision of the proposed methods, we used an 

analytical phantom with known physiologic displacements. This phantom was previously 

developed by Manohar et al. to optimize the non-rigid registration method we use to obtain the 

displacement field of the endocardial surface of a human LV [114]. This in silico phantom was 

created from the end-diastolic phase of a clinical 4DCT scan of a healthy heart with normal cardiac 

function [114]. The LV blood pool was first segmented using the region-growing algorithm in ITK-

snap [85]. Then, the segmentation was resampled to an isotropic resolution of 0.5 mm3 voxels 

and rotated such that the LV long axis coincided with the z axis. A point cloud representing the 

endocardial surface was extracted from the binary segmentation and displacements were applied 

to the points based on literature-derived values of endocardial longitudinal and circumferential 

strain and rotation [115]–[117]. These deformations resulted in an end-systolic pose of the LV 

with an ejection fraction of 70% which was consistent with CT-based EFs measured in normal 
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human hearts [77]. The programmed ground truth values for LV rotation, longitudinal strain, and 

circumferential strain are shown in Figure 31. 

 
Figure 31. A) The rotation angle as a function of normalized position along the long axis of the left ventricle 
from the apex (z = 0.1) to the base (z = 0.9). B) Regional longitudinal (Ell) and circumferential (Ecc) strain 
for the 16 American Heart Association (AHA) segments where the outermost ring is composed of the basal 
segments and the innermost of the apical segments [107]. 

 

5.2.2 Imaging 3D-printed endocardial phantom to evaluate accuracy and precision 

 The end-diastolic (ED) and end-systolic (ES) phases of the analytical phantom were 3D-

printed to test the accuracy and precision of measuring endocardial rotation, 𝐸$$%&, and 𝐸!!%& from 

CT images in the presence of image noise and spatial resolution generated by clinical cardiac 

CTA protocols and image reconstruction. The phantoms were printed using a Form 2 

stereolithography system with a clear photopolymer resin (Formlabs Inc., Somerville, MA). A 

stand was also 3D-printed so that both ED and ES could be locked into place and ensure the two 

phases were in the correct orientation while the phantoms were being scanned.  
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     The segmentation of the contrast-enhanced blood pool and subsequent extraction of the 

endocardial surface with features required for accurate point cloud registration is dependent on 

the contrast between the LV blood pool and the myocardium. Therefore, the ED and ES phases 

of the phantom were imaged with decreasing x-ray tube current levels and a tissue equivalent 

“extension ring” (Extension-Ring-Tissue (L, H200), QRM GmbH, Moehrendorf, Germany). The 

extension ring mimics the abdominal tissue in order to decrease the detected x-ray fluence, 

increase image noise, and reduce the contrast-to-noise (CNR) ratio between these two regions. 

The two 3D-printed phantoms and the stand inside the extension ring are shown in Figure 32. All 

images were obtained on a Revolution CT scanner (GE Medical Systems, Wisconsin) using a 

small focal spot, cardiac field-of-view (20 cm), pixel spacing of 0.39 mm x 0.39 mm x 0.625 mm, 

and a tube voltage of 100 kVp. To quantify image noise, CNR was computed as 

CNR =
𝜇45 − 𝜇678

𝜎678
	 (5.1) 

where 𝜇45 is the mean signal in Hounsfield Units within the LV, 𝜇678 is the mean signal within the 

“myocardium” (which is actually polymer resin), and 𝜎678 is the standard deviation of the signal 

within the “myocardium”. To demonstrate the effect of the reconstruction protocol on the spatial 

resolution of the images, 𝜎678 was also reported.  
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Figure 32. The end-diastolic (ED) and end-systolic (ES) 3D-printed phantoms are shown inside the tissue 
equivalent “extension ring” which is 10 cm thick. Both phases of the phantom are locked into the correct 
orientation with the stand. The inside chamber of the phantom is filled with 10%, 5%, and 2.5% iodine 
contrast in water to represent the LV blood pool. Red dye was added for visualization of the water-iodine 
mixture inside the phantom. 

 

5.2.3 Quantifying accuracy of proposed 4DCT algorithms with 3D-printed phantom 

 To quantify the accuracy of the proposed algorithms, we evaluated their performance 

under 7 different scanning conditions which resulted in a wide range of noise levels and spatial 

resolutions. The standard clinical reconstruction parameters were used for all 7 experiments with 

ASIRV = 50% and the “Standard” filter kernel. For the first 5 scans, the chamber was filled with 

x-ray contrast agent (Visipaque (iodixanol) 320mg Iodine/mL) diluted to 10% in water to mimic 

typical LV enhancement seen in clinical scans. The two phases of the 3D-printed phantom were 

first scanned at 450 mA with no extension ring to obtain the highest CNR image. This represented 

an optimal imaging scenario with minimal amount of noise. All other experiments (#’s 2-7) 

included the extension ring. The mA was decreased by about 50% after each experiment in order 

to observe degradation of image quality. In order to further lower CNR values, the contrast agent 

was diluted to 5 and 2.5% in water for experiments 6 and 7, respectively. The scanning 

parameters for each experiment are summarized in the first column of Table 11. 
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Table 11. Seven different experiments were conducted to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed 4DCT 
methods as a function of image quality. The standard clinical CTA protocol was used for reconstruction of 
the images (“Standard” reconstruction kernel & ASIRV=50%). An extension ring was also used to increase 
the attenuation of x-rays and simulate the body cavity. Lastly, three different concentrations of the contrast 
agent in water were used, 10%, 5%, and 2.5%, where 10% is the typical concentration used in a clinical 
4DCT scan. The contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) between the LV blood pool and the myocardium 
(photopolymer resin of the phantom) was computed for the 7 different scanning scenarios. 

 Scanning and Reconstruction Parameters Image Quality 

 Standard Clinical Reconstruction  

(ASIRV=50%, Standard Kernel) 

LV-myo 
CNR 

𝜎#$% (HU) 

1 450 mA, no Ext. Ring, 10% Iodine 70.1 10.7 

2 450 mA, with Ext. Ring, 10% Iodine 40.1 17.3 

3 225 mA, with Ext. Ring, 10% Iodine 27.7 25.2 

4 110 mA, with Ext. Ring, 10% Iodine 22.1 31.6 

5 50 mA, with Ext. Ring, 10% Iodine 18.7 36.5 

6 50 mA, with Ext. Ring, 5% Iodine 8.6 39.7 

7 50 mA, with Ext. Ring, 2.5% Iodine 2.7 41.4 

 

     The proposed 4DCT algorithms were used to calculate endocardial rotation, LV twist and 

torsion, E$$!", E!!!", global circumferential strain (GLS), and global circumferential strain (GCS) under 

variable CNR and spatial resolution conditions provided by the different imaging protocols. For 

rotation, in a normalized coordinate system aligned with the long axis, the apical and basal slices 

were defined at 10% and 90% of the LV, respectively. These positions were chosen based on 

initial results from these phantom experiments which indicated lower accuracy in rotation 

measurement at the extreme ends of the ventricle. For strain, a patch size with radius of 5 mm 

was used. The absolute error for all metrics was defined as  

∆𝑥 = 	𝑥'()* −	𝑥+& (5.2) 

where 𝑥'()* is the measured parameter and  𝑥+& is the ground truth value. For strain, an average 

value was computed for each of the 16 American Heart Association (AHA) segments [107] and 

compared to the ground truth values for those segments. Global strains were obtained by 

computing the average strain for the 16 segments. 
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5.2.4 Quantifying precision of proposed 4DCT algorithms with 3D-printed phantom 

 To estimate the precision of the proposed algorithms, the 3D-printed ED and ES phases 

were imaged 10 times each using the same scanning parameters as experiment 6 in section 

5.2.3. The 2 phantoms were scanned multiple times to achieve independent noise for all 20 

volumes acquired. The set of scanning parameters were chosen because they were at the lower 

limits of CNR, and spatial resolution seen in clinical datasets acquired at our institution for 

monitoring chemotherapy patients. Endocardial rotation, LV twist and torsion, E$$!", E!!!", GLS, and 

GCS were all measured from the 10 datasets as described previously and a mean and standard 

deviation were calculated for each of the parameters and compared to the ground truth. 

5.3 Results 

 The ED and ES phases of the 3D-printed phantom were scanned and reconstructed for 

the 7 different image quality conditions. The CNRs were calculated for each of the experiments 

and are listed in Table 1. Overall, the CNR decreased as the x-ray fluence decreased; however, 

at the lower x-ray tube currents under the standard clinical reconstruction protocols, the reduction 

in CNR does not decrease as the square root of mA. This phenomenon is likely due to proprietary 

adaptive “low signal conditioning” of the raw data and the iterative reconstruction method with the 

ASIRV = 50%. The smoothing effect of the low tube-current on the spatial resolution can be 

observed through the plateau in 𝜎678 vs decreasing CNR in experiments 4-7 in Table 1. The 

lowest CNR achieved was 2.7 at 50 mA with the extension ring, and 2.5% iodine in water. After 

these parameters were computed, endocardial rotation, longitudinal, and circumferential strain 

were measured using the proposed algorithms. 

5.3.1 Accuracy of proposed algorithms under various scanning conditions 

 After the 3D-printed phantoms were scanned and the images reconstructed, endocardial 

rotation was measured for each short axis slice according to the algorithm described in 4.2.2. 

Figure 33 shows the measured vs. ground truth rotation values per slice for 3 of the 7 experiments 
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representing the highest (450 mA, ext. ring, 10% iodine CNR = 40.1), average (50 mA, ext. ring, 

5% iodine, CNR = 8.6), and lowest (50 mA, ext. ring, 2.5% iodine, CNR = 2.7) CNR values seen 

clinically. Overall, the algorithm was able to capture the programmed rotation of the phantom for 

all image quality conditions. Table 12 summarizes the absolute errors for LV twist and torsion. 

For reference, the ground truth LV twist from the apex to the base was 15.8° and torsion was -

2.26°/cm. For LV twist, the errors for all cases were less than 2.1°, except for the lowest CNR 

condition where the error was higher at 3.28°. For torsion, all errors were less than 0.28°/cm. 

 
Figure 33. Measured rotation angle and the ground truth values as a function of slice position for 3 of the 7 
3D-printed phantom experiments reconstructed with the “Standard” kernel. The blue lines represent the 
apex (10% of the LV) and the base (90% of the LV). 450 mA with the extension ring (left) had the highest 
clinically-relevant CNR (40.1), 50 mA with the extension ring and 5% iodine (middle) resulted in a CNR 
(8.6) similar to the average of clinical scans, and 50 mA with the extension ring and 2.5% iodine (right) had 
a CNR (2.7) lower than most clinical scans. 
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Table 12. Absolute errors are shown for both LV twist and LV torsion. For reference, ground truth LV twist 
is 15.8° and torsion is -2.26° /cm. Absolute error between measured and ground truth strain for the global 
longitudinal strain (GLS) and global circumferential strain (GCS) is also shown. The ground truth values for 
GLS and GCS are -0.192 and -0.309, respectively. The maximum error for the regional strains is displayed 
as well. *no extension ring 

 Parameters Absolute Error (Measured-Ground Truth) 

 mA % 
Iodine 

LV twist 

Error (°) 

LV torsion 

Error (°/cm) 

GLS 

Error 

𝑬𝒍𝒍𝑪𝑻 

Max Error 
GCS 
Error 

𝑬𝒄𝒄𝑪𝑻 

Max Error 

1 450 mA* 10 0.30 0.07 -0.003 -0.035 0.007 0.016 

2 450 mA 10 -2.06 -0.11 -0.004 -0.019 0.007 0.026 

3 225 mA 10 -1.00 -0.27 -0.005 -0.060 0.007 0.026 

4 110 mA 10 -1.64 -0.20 -0.001 -0.023 0.007 0.036 

5 50 mA 10 -1.09 -0.07 -0.002 -0.021 0.008 0.026 

6 50 mA 5 -0.62 -0.03 0.002 -0.036 0.005 0.043 

7 50 mA 2.5 -3.38 -0.27 0.001 0.078 -0.004 0.036 

 

 𝐸$$%& and 𝐸!!%& were also measured for the 7 different image quality conditions and compared 

to the ground truth values for the 16 AHA segments. Figure 34 shows the results for the same 3 

of the 7 experiments shown in Figure 33. This figure indicates that the proposed algorithm for 

measuring endocardial longitudinal and circumferential strain was able to accurately capture the 

programmed ground truth deformation of the 3D-printed phantom. For the first 6 cases, the 

absolute errors were less than 0.06 (6% strain) for all 16 segments. For the lowest CNR condition 

(experiment #7), the absolute errors were all less than 0.08 (8% strain). The absolute errors from 

the measurement of GLS, GCS, 𝐸$$%& and, 𝐸!!%& for all CNR conditions are summarized in Table 12. 

For reference, the ground truth values for GLS and GCS were -0.192 and -0.309, respectively.  
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Figure 34.	𝐸((#$ (top) and 𝐸))#$ (bottom) as a function of AHA segment number with ground truth strain shown 
in black and measured strain in red for 3 of the 7 experiments. 450 mA with the extension ring (left) had the 
highest clinically-relevant CNR (40.1), 50 mA with the extension ring and 5% iodine (middle) resulted in a 
CNR (8.6) similar to the average of clinical scans, and 50 mA with the extension ring and 2.5% iodine (right) 
had a CNR (2.7) lower than most clinical scans.   

 

5.3.2 Estimating precision of the proposed algorithms 

 The precision of the proposed methods was evaluated at the lower limits of image quality 

achieved using standard clinical reconstruction protocols. For the global parameters of LV twist, 

torsion, GLS, and GCS the absolute errors and the variation of those errors were low as shown 

in Table 13. The regional variation across the 10 independent experiments for slice-by-slice 

rotation, E$$!", and E!!!"  is shown in Figure 35.  
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Table 13. The mean and standard deviation of absolute error is shown for the 10 independent 
measurements of LV twist, torsion, GLS, and GCS. 

Parameters Absolute Error (Measured-Ground Truth) 

mA % 
Iodine 

LV-myo 
CNR 

LV twist 

Error (°) 

LV torsion 

Error (°/cm) 

GLS 

Error 

GCS 

Error 

50 mA 5 8.7 ± 0.2 -1.4 ± 1.3 0.1 ± 0.01 0.002 ± 0.003 0.004 ± 0.001 

 

 

Figure 35. A) Shown in the red is the ground truth rotation function from the apex to the base and in the 
black the mean and standard deviation of the slice-by-slice rotation estimates from 10 independent scans 
at 50 mA with 5% iodine in water. B) Ground truth longitudinal strain for the 16 AHA segments shown in 
red and the mean and standard deviation of the measured strains shown in black for the 10 scans. C) 
Ground truth circumferential strain shown in black with measured mean and standard deviation in black for 
the 10 scans. 

 

5.4 Discussion 

5.4.1 Main Findings 

 In this chapter, we use phantom experiments to validate novel algorithms for measuring 

endocardial rotation and standard cardiac strains from 3D deformation fields derived from 4DCT 

images. The displacement fields are obtained using point cloud registration on the high-resolution 

and feature-dense endocardial surface obtained by segmenting the LV blood pool in 3D and in 

the native scanner coordinates. A local affine motion model is then fit to the registered 

displacement of the vertices using ML estimation. Slice-by-slice rotation, LV twist, LV torsion, 𝐸$$"# 

and, 𝐸!!"# are all derived from the affine transformation matrix for either a 2D slice (for rotation) or 

3D patch of points (for local strains).  
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 The accuracy and precision of the proposed methods were evaluated as a function of 

image quality using a 3D-printed phantom with known physiologic displacements as the ground-

truth. Image noise was quantified using a CNR (range: 70.1 to 2.7). Across this range of image 

quality, the absolute errors in rotation and strain were low between the measured rotation and 

strain parameters and the ground truth values. It is evident in Figure 33 that there were larger 

errors toward the extreme ends of the ventricle. Toward the apical cap, there are fewer points in 

a slice and therefore the estimate of rotation is not as accurate. Toward the mitral valve plane, 

CPD registration is difficult because of the lack of fiducial markers in this region. To avoid these 

inaccuracies, the apex was defined as 10% of the ventricle and the base as 90% to avoid these 

regions with larger errors when calculating LV twist and torsion. The results from the 10 

independent analyses demonstrate the high precision and reproducibility of these novel methods 

for measuring both global and regional LV deformation.  

5.4.2 Clinical Relevance  

 Numerous studies have demonstrated that a change in LV rotation and strain can be used 

to diagnose various cardiac diseases, evaluate a patient’s prognosis, and predict outcomes of 

interventions. For example, Charbonnel et al. showed that GLS increased from -19.1% to -17.3% 

in patients after they received a cumulative dose of 150 mg/m2 of anthracyclines as treatment for 

cancer [118]. Initial results from Jolly et al. demonstrate that GCS could also be an important 

parameter for evaluating subclinical dysfunction in chemotherapy patients. In this study, they saw 

a 1.23% increase in GCS [119]. Mornos and Petrescu also showed the importance of evaluating 

GLS and LV twist in patients receiving anthracyclines for earlier detection of cardiotoxicity. In this 

study, they introduced a new parameter where they multiplied GLS and LV twist, which increased 

in patients who developed cardiotoxicity after 6 weeks of anthracycline treatment [120]. In this 

chapter, we demonstrated that our proposed algorithms were able to measure these parameters 

accurately and precisely from 4DCT images with varying image quality and therefore could be a 
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robust tool to evaluate cardiac function in this patient population. Given these results, and the 

studies mentioned above, we hypothesize that these 4DCT-derived metrics of function would be 

useful in detecting disease and predicting outcomes. 

     2D Speckle-tracking echocardiography has also been used for measuring regional strain 

because of its high temporal resolution and widespread availability, however, both the image 

acquisition and analysis processes yield results that have well documented user and vendor 

variability [99], [121]. During acquisition, the operator prospectively chooses the imaging plane 

based on the available acoustic window. Definition of the apical plane, which significantly affects 

the measurement of LV twist, is especially difficult due to lack of anatomical landmarks for 

standardization [122]. In addition, foreshortening in the long axis, tilting of the beam in the short 

axis, and through-plane motion can also lead to errors in measurements [32]. The analysis 

requires the user to draw epicardial and endocardial contours to define the myocardium in the 2D 

slice and the segmental strain varies depending on which wall layers are incorporated by the user 

[32]. The proposed methods for measuring endocardial rotation and strain from 4DCT images 

address some of these limitations by conducting the analysis using the full 3D volume. In addition, 

the endocardial surface is determined reproducibly using Otsu’s method. This removes the need 

for drawing subjective contours in defining the endocardial surface which dramatically increases 

the reproducibility of the technique. With advances in machine learning for cardiac segmentation, 

this process could become fully automated in the next few years [123]–[125]. 

5.4.3 Limitations  

 While simply decreasing the x-ray tube current did not affect the image quality as 

drastically as expected due to the noise-reducing influence of iterative reconstruction algorithms, 

a wide range of CNR values were achieved to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed algorithms. 

Yet, at the lower limits of image quality tested, the algorithm still performed quite well. This is most 

likely due to the iterative reconstruction algorithms and point cloud registration technique within 
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the image reconstruction and analysis pipeline which are nonlinear processes that inherently 

smooth the data. Because of this, extremely noisy measurements were not achieved. Instead, as 

shown in the figures, the errors along the length of the ventricle have spatial coherence. However, 

over the whole range of noise instances tested which cover those seen in clinical scans, the 

absolute errors are low and the precision for a clinically relevant CNR is high.  
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Chapter 6: 4DCT-derived regional left ventricular endocardial strain evaluated in human 

subjects 

6.1 Introduction 

 In this chapter, we demonstrate that our novel method for measuring LV regional 

endocardial strain from 4DCT images can be performed on standard clinical images.  First, we 

compare the results of this method in the same human subjects to CMR-derived strains as the 

reference standard.  We also derive the normal range of values for 4DCT-derived regional 

longitudinal and circumferential strains in a cohort of subjects with normal LV function. Lastly, we 

demonstrate that the proposed method is able to identify regional abnormalities in subjects with 

previous myocardial infarction (MI) with high precision. 

6.2 Materials and Methods 

6.2.1 Comparison of 4DCT- and CMR tagging-derived regional strain 

6.2.1.1 Subjects 

Twenty-five consecutive subjects with retrospectively-gated CT Angiography (CTA) and 

CMR tagging exams on the same day were acquired (Table 14). The average time between the 

CMR and CT exams was 4.1 ± 1.5 hours. All subjects were scanned under IRB approved 

protocols at the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH), Bethesda, Maryland. Subjects were in a 

study evaluating coronary artery disease (CAD) from CTA and valve and aortic disease using 

CMR. An example subject is shown in Figure 36. To compare strain estimates from the two 

modalities, the locations of the 2D CMR planes were registered in the CT volumes as shown in 

Figure 36B. The normalized position of the mid slice, Fm, was computed at end-systole (ES) and 

averaged for 3 LAX CMR views. For the CT estimates, the z-axis of the registered point cloud at 

ES was normalized and the slice closest to Fm was identified. An average of strain in surrounding 

slices was taken to match the slice thickness of the CMR data. The walls in both the CT and CMR 
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data were divided into 8 segments: anterior, anteroseptal, septal, inferoseptal, inferior, 

inferolateral, lateral, and anterolateral.  

Table 14. Basic characteristics of subjects for 4DCT- and CMR-derived strain comparison 

N 25 

Age (years) 55 ± 14 

Men (%) 16 (64) 

Body Mass Index (kg/m2) 27.9 ± 4.3 

4DCT-derived Ejection Fraction (%) 68.8 ± 7.6 

Time between CMR and CT (hours) 4.1 ± 1.5 

Obstructive Coronary Artery Disease (%) 1 (4) 

Mild/Moderate Aortic Stenosis (%) 5 (2) 

Bioprosthetic Aortic Valve (%) 3 (12) 

Known Myocardial Infarction (%) 0 (0) 

Diabetes (%) 1 (4) 

Congestive Heart Failure (%) 0 (0) 

Smoker (%) 7 (28) 

Hyperlipidemia (%) 16 (64) 
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Figure 36. A) On the left is a mid-short-axis (SAX) view and below it a parasternal long-axis (LAX) view 
from a subject’s 4DCT exam at end-systole. On the right are the same views for the same subject from the 
2D MR-tagging exam. B) To register the location of the mid plane in the CT and CMR data, its normalized 
position, Fm, was measured in 3 LAX MR views at end-systole and averaged. The corresponding location 
was found in the CT data. 

 

6.2.1.2 4D Computed Tomography Imaging 

Single-heartbeat, retrospectively-gated CTA exams were obtained during an inspiratory 

breath-hold on a 320 detector row Aquilion ONE (Canon Medical Systems) scanner with a gantry 

rotation time of 275 ms. All studies were dose modulated with the x-ray tube current (mA) at 

maximum only during diastasis and 20% of the maximum at all other time points. Datasets were 

reconstructed to have at least 10 timeframes across the cardiac cycle, 0.5 mm slice thickness, 

and pixel spacing of 0.4 x 0.4 mm. The mean dose length product (DLP) was 198.4 mGy*cm ± 

134.6 mGy*cm and the mean contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) between the LV blood pool and the 

myocardium was 10.1 ± 3.1. 

6.2.1.3 2D Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Tagging Imaging 

 CMR tagging exams were conducted on a 1.5-T scanner (MAGNETOM Aera, Siemens 

Medical Solutions). Three LAX planes (2- and 4-chamber and parasternal) and three evenly 
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spaced SAX planes (apex, mid, and base) were acquired with an ECG-triggered, segmented k-

space, grid tagged gradient-echo imaging protocol. The slice thickness varied from 6-8 mm. 

6.2.1.4 Global and regional left ventricular function evaluated using 4DCT 

 𝐸$$%& and 𝐸!!%& were measured in all 25 subjects using the methods described in 4.2.3 and 

summarized again in Figure 37. A patch size of radius 7.5 mm was used to evaluate regional 

deformation in these subjects. This patch size was chosen based on a previous study we 

performed where we derived the spatial resolution limit for which we can detect regional 

abnormalities in endocardial deformation using CPD and the algorithm for nonrigid registration of 

the point clouds [126]. 

 4DCT-dervied global parameters of function, such as EF and Global longitudinal strain 

(GLS), were also computed. GLS was derived from the CT images; contours were drawn through 

the LV myocardium in the dicom viewer Horos (v3.1.2, Nimble Co LLC, Annapolis, MD) in two 

orthogonal long-axis views (4-chamber and 2-chamber views) at the ES and ED time frames. 

GLS was defined as: 

GLS =
𝐶9: −	𝐶9;

𝐶9;
	 (6.1) 

where 𝐶9: is the length of the contour at ES and 𝐶9; is the length at ED. An average was taken 

of GLS calculated from the two orthogonal views. LV volumes were computed from the 4DCT 

scans by counting the number of voxels identified as blood pool in the LV segmentation from the 

tip of the endocardial apex to the mitral valve plane. These volumes excluded the papillary 

muscles and were used to calculate EF. 
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Figure 37. Regional endocardial strain is measured from the displacement fields by sampling the surface 
patches of radius 7.5mm. Their deformation is modeled as an affine transformation and maximum likelihood 
estimation is used to fit the motion model to each patch, p. The affine transformation matrix, 𝐀(+), is used 
to calculate the strain tensor, 𝐄(+), which is rotated into cardiac coordinates to obtain regional 
longitudinal,	E--%&, and circumferential, E..%&, strain. 

 

6.2.1.5 Regional endocardial strain from CMR Tagging  

 Due to the limited spatial resolution of the images, the fading of tags at ES, and the 

interference of the orthogonal tag patterns, the quality of the tagged CMR data was variable and 

limited automatic quantification in the majority of subjects. Therefore, three trained cardiovascular 

imaging experts with ≥5 years of experience manually computed and averaged strain in high 

quality image regions in the endocardium. In 6 subjects with good image quality, the manual strain 

measurements were validated with automatically-derived strain. 

 Manual measurements were performed using the distance measurement tool in the 

DICOM viewer Horos (v3.1.2, Nimble Co LLC, Annapolis, MD). Regional circumferential strain 

was measured from mid-LV SAX images (Figure 38A) and longitudinal strain from 2- and 4-

chamber LAX images (Figure 38B,C) and defined as 
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E$$/!!=>, =
𝐿9: −	𝐿9;

𝐿9;
	 (6.2) 

where E$$/!!=>,  is the engineering strain, 𝐿9: is the length of the segment between tag minima at ES, 

and 𝐿9; is the length of the segment at ED, assumed to be the initial tag spacing of 8 mm. The 

ES tag spacing was measured between the minima of one or two tags and sufficiently close to 

the endocardium for comparison to the CT strains. SAX segments were excluded if the 

displacement of the tags was not in the circumferential direction or an orthogonal tag interfered 

with the measurement. For longitudinal strain, segments were excluded if the LAX plane did not 

pass through the center of the blood pool or if the parallel tagging stripes were not perpendicular 

to the LAX. To ensure the CT and CMR methods were measuring the same type of strain, 

engineering strain was converted to Green strain, E$$/!!=> , by 

E$$/!!=> =	E$$/!!=>, +
1
2
�E$$/!!=>, �

&
(6.3). 

 Bland-Altman plots were constructed to quantify the agreement between the CT- and 

CMR-derived estimates of regional strain across the 25 subjects. A F-test was also performed to 

compare the variance in strain estimates between the two modalities with a significance level set 

to 0.05.  
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Figure 38. A) Circumferential engineering strain was measured from the mid short-axis (SAX) slice of the 
CMR-tagged data. 3 expert observers measured the distance between the minima of one or two tags at 
end-systole (ES), 𝐿/0. An example calculation is shown for the lateral wall. Longitudinal engineering strain 
was measured for the mid slice from the 2-chamber (B) and 4-chamber (C) long-axis (LAX) views. The 
distance at end-diastole (ED), 𝐿/1, was set by the tag spacing (8mm) and was the same for SAX and LAX. 

 

6.2.1.6 Validation of manually derived CMR strains with automatically derived strains in subjects 

with good image quality.  

 Automatic analysis of the CMR tagging data could not be performed in all subjects due to 

suboptimal image quality. However, a total of 6 SAX and 7 LAX tagged CMR sequences from 6 

subjects were automatically analyzed. This previously validated automatic method utilized 

nonrigid image registration, with knot spacing of 8 mm and a regularization term of 1.2, to estimate 

the deformation of the tagging grid [127]. These automatic estimates were compared to the 

manual measurements in the same subjects by constructing Correlation and Bland-Altman plots. 
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6.2.2 Regional longitudinal and circumferential strain in subjects with normal left ventricular 

function 

 E$$!" and E!!!" were computed in 23 subjects (Table 15) with normal LV systolic function to 

establish a range of normal values for these 4DCT-derived regional strains. All subjects had a 

CTA or Cardiac Morphology exam under IRB approved protocols at the University of California 

San Diego (UCSD) and were selected chronologically from January 2018-April 2020. The 

radiologist noted that the subjects had normal LV function with no wall motion abnormalities. 

Subjects were excluded if they had severe aortic stenosis, pacemaker, nitroglycerin administered 

prior to the CT, atrial fibrillation, severe coronary artery disease, stents, or LV hypertrophy or 

dilation. Exams were single-heartbeat and retrospectively-gated and performed on a Revolution 

CT scanner (GE Medical Systems, Wisconsin) with pixel spacing of 0.39 mm x 0.39 mm and slice 

thickness of 0.625 mm. E$$!" and E!!!" were computed for the 16 American Heart Association (AHA) 

segments (excluding the apical cap) [107] and averaged across the subjects to obtain mean and 

standard deviation curves versus R-R interval percentage for each segment. 

Table 15. Basic characteristics of subjects with normal LV function. *LVEF = Left ventricular ejection 
fraction, **GLS = Global longitudinal strain 

N 23 

Age 60 ± 12 

Male (%) 12 (52.2) 

4DCT-derived LVEF* (%) 70.0 ± 4.7 

4DCT-derived GLS** (%) 20.9 ± 2.1 

 

6.2.3 Demonstration of abnormal strain in subjects with previous myocardial infarction 

 To demonstrate the ability of the proposed 4DCT algorithm to capture abnormalities in 

regional LV function, E$$!" and E!!!" were measured in two subjects with previous MI reported in 

their clinical history. Both subjects were analyzed under an IRB approved protocol at UCSD. They 

underwent single-heartbeat, retrospectively-gated 4DCT exams on a Revolution CT scanner (GE 
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Medical Systems, Wisconsin) with pixel spacing of 0.39 mm x 0.39 mm and slice thickness of 

0.625 mm. The studies were evaluated by a clinical radiologist who confirmed the size and 

location of the local wall motion abnormality (WMA) associated with the previous MI. The first 

subject had a large apical WMA, and the second subject had a smaller WMA on the 

inferior/inferolateral wall. For both subjects, E$$!" and E!!!" vs. R-R interval percentage and peak 

strain were computed for 16 AHA segments and compared to the normal values. Peak strain was 

defined as the minimum point on the strain vs. % R-R curves. A segment was considered 

abnormal if peak strain was two standard deviations outside of the normal range as determined 

in 6.2.2.  

 A reproducibility study was also performed on these two subjects. Observer 1 re-

segmented ED and ES frames for both subjects. A second observer independently segmented 

ED and ES timeframes, twice. There was a minimum of 24 hours between the first and second 

segmentation for a single subject for both observers. End-systolic strain was computed for the 16 

AHA segments and compared between segmentations for a single observer and between the two 

observers. Bland-Altman plots were constructed to quantify inter- and intra-observer variability. 

Correlation coefficients were also computed using MATLAB’s corcoeff with a significance level 

set to 0.05. 

6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Comparison of CT- and CMR-derived strains 

 4DCT-derived E$$!" and E!!!" were compared to CMR tagging-derived strains. Across the 25 

subjects, 61 segments were compared for circumferential strain and 50 segments for longitudinal 

strain. Figure 39 shows the results of this comparison. The mean difference between the CT and 

CMR-derived circumferential strains was -0.05 ± 0.07 and -0.03 ± 0.04 for the longitudinal strains. 

While the Bland-Altman analyses revealed a bias between the two modalities, the F-test showed 

no statistically significant difference between the variances in strain values. 
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Figure 39. Boxplots and Bland-Altman plots are shown for the comparison of CT- and CMR-derived 
circumferential (A) and longitudinal strain (B) and indicate good agreement between the methods. There 
was a bias towards greater magnitude strain values from CT images in both cases. F-tests were also 
performed and show similar variances in strain estimates for both modalities. 

 

6.3.2 Regional longitudinal and circumferential strain in subjects with normal left ventricular 

function 

 E$$!" and E!!!" were measured in a cohort of 23 subjects with normal LV function to determine 

the range of normal strain values. Across all subjects and segments, global peak E$$!" was -0.19 ± 

0.04 and global peak E!!!" was -0.29 ± 0.04. Figure 40 shows the mean and ±1 standard deviation 

of E$$!" and E!!!" for the 16 AHA segments across the full R-R interval. 
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Figure 40. Strain vs. R-R interval percentage for 𝐸))#$	(A) and 𝐸((#$(B) for 16 American Heart Association 
(AHA) segments. The thicker middle line is the mean strain across all subjects and the thinner outer lines 
show 1 standard deviation from the mean. 

 

6.3.3 Regional longitudinal and circumferential strain in subjects with abnormal left ventricular 

function 

 E$$!" and E!!!" were evaluated in two subjects with previous MI to demonstrate the ability of 

the proposed 4DCT algorithm to detect regional WMAs. Figure 41 shows the E$$!" and E!!!" vs. R-

R interval percentage curves for abnormal subject #1. The abnormal curves are shown on top of 

the normal curves with mean ±1 standard deviation. As shown in the figure and marked with an 
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asterisk, all apical and mid segments, and a few basal segments for peak E$$!" and E!!!" were greater 

than two standard deviations above the mean from normal. Subject 1 had a 4DCT-derived EF of 

40% and 4DCT-derived global longitudinal strain (GLS) of 11.2%.  Subject #2 had a smaller WMA, 

4DCT-derived EF of 57%, and 4DCT-derived GLS of 19.8%. For circumferential strain, segments 

on the inferior/lateral wall were abnormal (segments 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, and 15 in Figure 42). No 

segments had abnormal longitudinal strain.  

 Figure 43 shows the results of the reproducibility study performed on these two subjects. 

Correlation was high between segmentations from one observer (Figure 43A; R=0.86 and 

R=0.91) and between two observers (Figure 43B; R=0.73 and R=0.83) for both E$$!" and E!!!". The 

standard deviations for inter-observer variability (±0.07 and ±0.05) and intra-observer variability 

(±0.05 and ±0.04) were also similar for both strains. 
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Figure 41. A) 3D rendering at end-systole of the LV blood pool from a subject with a large apical/mid wall 
motional abnormality (WMA).  𝐸))#$ (B) and 𝐸((#$(C) vs. R-R interval percentage for 16 American Heart 
Association (AHA) segments for this subject are shown superimposed on top of the normal curves with 1 
standard deviation from the mean. Peak strain values that were 2 standard deviations above normal are 
marked with an asterisk (*). 
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Figure 42. A) 3D rendering at end-systole of a subject with a small basal/mid wall motion abnormality (WMA) 
on the inferior/lateral wall.  𝐸))#$ (B) and 𝐸((#$(C) vs. R-R interval percentage for 16 American Heart 
Association (AHA) segments for this subject are shown superimposed on top of the normal curves with 1 
standard deviation from the mean. Peak strain values that were 2 standard deviations above normal are 
marked with an asterisk (*). 
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Figure 43. A) Correlation and Bland-Altman plots showing intra-observer variability for both 𝐸))#$ and 𝐸((#$. 
Differences in strain for independent segmentations (S1 and S2) performed at least 24 hours apart for both 
observers (Obs 1 & 2) are quantified. B) Correlation and Bland-Altman plots showing inter-observer 
variability for both E..%& and E--%&. Differences in strain for the two observers (O1 and O2) for both 
segmentations are quantified. 

 

6.3.4 Comparison of automatic and manual strain from CMR tagging 

 Differences between the automatic and manual CMR strains were computed relative to 

the mean manual green strain and resulted in an absolute difference of 0.03 ± 0.02 for the SAX 

and an absolute difference of 0.02 ± 0.02 for the LAX. Correlation analysis resulted in a R=0.82 
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(p-value < 0.001) for the SAX and R=0.77 (p-value< 0.005) for the LAX, showing good agreement 

between the manual and automatic strain results. In the same cases and segments for the manual 

measurements, the interobserver absolute differences were 0.02 ± 0.02 for the SAX analysis and 

0.03 ± 0.02 LAX analysis. Therefore, errors between the automatically and manually derived 

strain estimates were similar to the variability between observers for the manual measurements. 

In addition, the inter-observer variability shows that the 3 observers were within a quarter of a 

pixel length in their manual measurements. 

6.4 Discussion 

6.4.1 Main Findings 

 In this chapter, we compared circumferential and longitudinal endocardial strain in humans 

from 4DCT to CMR tagging-derived strain in the same subjects.  Our analysis revealed good 

agreement between the modalities with a slight bias towards larger magnitude CT-derived strain 

for both longitudinal and circumferential strain. The CT estimates are derived from the endocardial 

surface where strain is higher than in the midwall or epicardium [117]. While CMR measurements 

were made as close to the endocardium as possible, they were still within the myocardium and 

subject to the position of the tagging grid. Despite this bias, the F-tests revealed that the two 

methods had similar variances for both strain measurements. There was a wider limit of 

agreement for circumferential strain mostly likely due to the larger dynamic range of those 

estimates compared to longitudinal strain. 

 Analysis of E$$!" and E!!!" in subjects with normal LV function allowed us to establish normal 

regional strain curves for the full cardiac cycle. For both strain values, the variability in the peak 

strain values across all 23 subjects and for all AHA segments was low, indicating the high 

precision and reproducibility of the proposed 4DCT method.  

 In addition to comparing strain from CT and CMR images in the same cohort of human 

subjects, we demonstrated the ability of 4DCT-derived regional strain to detect abnormalities in 
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LV function in regions affected by a previous MI with high precision. Example subject #1 had a 

very large apical/mid WMA that affected both E$$!" and E!!!". The drop in regional function was 

consistent with low global function parameters. Peak strains in most basal segments were 

unaffected; however, in the majority of all segments, diastolic relaxation occurred much earlier 

than in the normal cohort, demonstrating sensitivity to temporal changes in contraction. Example 

subject #2 had a more localized WMA in the basal/mid region on the inferior/lateral wall where 

E!!!" segments were lower, and the EF was lower than identified in the normal cohort. Interestingly, 

GLS was within the normal range and no E$$!"	segments were considered abnormal in this subject. 

These results show that abnormalities in E$$!" and E!!!" can be quantified independently using our 

proposed algorithm. 

6.4.2 Clinical Relevance 

 These results are crucial because recent studies have shown longitudinal and 

circumferential strain do not always have the same prognostic value. For example, reduced GLS, 

as measured with speckle-tracking echocardiography, was associated with treatment-requiring 

cardiac allograft rejection [128]. Circumferential and radial strain were not associated with an 

increase risk. Another study showed using 2D CMR tagging that circumferential strain, but not 

longitudinal strain, correlated with improved dyssynchrony in patients after cardiac 

resynchronization therapy with enhanced systolic function [129]. Given the good agreement 

between the 4DCT- and CMR-derived regional strains, the high precision of	E$$!" and E!!!" in 

normals, and the ability to identify abnormal segments accurately and reproducibly in patients 

with MI, the proposed method has the potential to provide important prognostic information about 

LV function in addition to high quality anatomical data. 

6.4.3 Limitations 

 The comparisons between imaging modalities have limitations. The CT-based strains are 

measured on the endocardial surface, while the MR strains are a few millimeters within the 
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myocardium. Finding corresponding locations in the 2D CMR and 3D CT volumes was subject to 

some uncertainty. The CTA was acquired within one heartbeat whereas the CMR images were 

averaged over several heartbeats. Also, the CMR data was acquired at end-expiration while the 

CTA data was acquired at end-inspiration and while the exams were conducted on the same day, 

there was a short delay between them which could have led to differences in cardiovascular 

loading conditions. Because of these factors, perfect agreement between the two modalities is 

not expected. 

 Due to radiation dose concerns, a cohort of healthy controls is difficult to image with CT; 

therefore, subjects with normal LV function were assembled retrospectively based on information 

in the radiology report and 4DCT-derived GLS and EF. The standard deviations measured over 

the 23 subjects for E$$!" and E!!!" were tight and therefore the estimates are stable and valuable. 

The peak strain measured in this cohort represent what we can anticipate from the subjects 

commonly scanned at our institution who have normal LV function. In addition, while analysis on 

two example subjects with previous MI demonstrated the ability of the method to detect regional 

visually evident WMA, larger studies need to be undertaken to validate these methods using back-

to-back imaging as shown in the CT/MR comparison. 
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Chapter 7: 4DCT-derived left ventricular rotation and torsion evaluated in human 

subjects 

7.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we demonstrate that the proposed novel algorithm for measuring 

endocardial LV rotation and torsion from 4DCT images can be performed on standard clinical 

images and we compare the results of this method in humans to CMR tagging as the reference 

standard. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to directly compare CT and CMR 

tagging-derived measures of LV rotation and torsion in human subjects. We also derive normal 

values of LV rotation and torsion and evaluated the reproducibility of these metrics in a cohort of 

subjects with normal LV function. 

7.2 Materials and Methods 

7.2.1 Comparison of 4DCT- and CMR tagging-derived rotation and torsion 

7.2.1.1 Subjects 

We assessed twenty-five consecutive subjects who had retrospectively-gated CT 

Angiography (CTA) and CMR tagging exams on the same day. Sixteen of these subjects satisfied 

the following criteria: 1) an EF measured from 4DCT of less than 75 percent and 2) a LV blood 

pool-myocardium contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) greater than 8 in the CT images. These criteria 

were set to ensure that the endocardial surface could be segmented using images of the LV blood 

pool.  If the EF is too high, the LV blood pool will be too small at the time of peak deformation 

leading to the loss of fiducial markers required for motion-tracking. In addition, when the contrast 

between the blood pool and the myocardium is too low, the segmentation does not accurately 

represent the endocardial surface and can lead to errors in measurement. Phantom studies were 

performed to determine an appropriate CNR threshold for accurate measurement of 4DCT-

derived torsion [87]. 
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The characteristics of the 16 subjects included in this study are summarized in Table 16. 

All subjects were scanned under IRB approved protocols at the U.S. National Institutes of Health 

(NIH), Bethesda, Maryland with an average time between the MR and CT exams of 3.9 ± 1.7 

hours. Subjects were in a study evaluating coronary artery disease (CAD) from CTA and valve 

and aortic disease using CMR. No subjects had obstructive CAD. Four subjects had 

cardiovascular abnormalities: One had an aortic valve replacement, one had mild aortic stenosis 

(AS), one had moderate AS, and one had mild AS with a small myocardial infarction and 

pacemaker. 

Table 16. Basic characteristics of the 16 subjects included in the study. 

N 16 

Age (years) 51.3 ± 12.2 

Men (%) 9 (56) 

Body Mass Index (kg/m2) 26.7 ± 3.4 

4DCT-derived Ejection Fraction (%) 66.6 ± 4.9 

Time between CMR and CT (hours) 3.9 ± 1.7 

Diabetes (%) 0 (0) 

Coronary Artery Disease (%) 0 (0) 

Valvular Disease (%) 1 (6) 

Known Myocardial Infarction (%) 0 (0) 

Congestive Heart Failure (%) 0 (0) 

Smoker (%) 3 (19) 

Hyperlipidemia (%) 7 (44) 

Hypertension (%) 6 (38) 

 

7.2.1.2 4D computed tomography imaging 

All CTA exams were retrospectively-gated and performed in a single heartbeat during an 

inspiratory breath-hold on a 320 detector row Aquilion ONE (Canon Medical Systems) scanner 

with a gantry rotation time of 275 milliseconds. For the acquisition, 55 ml of iodine contrast was 

injected followed by a 30 ml saline flush. All studies were dose modulated with the x-ray tube 
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current (mA) at maximum only during diastolic time frames, with 20% mA for all other time points. 

Images were reconstructed to have at least 10 timeframes across the cardiac cycle. Images were 

reconstructed on a 512 x 512 pixel matrix in the axial plane with 0.5 mm slice thickness and pixel 

spacing of 0.4 x 0.4 mm. Other scanning parameters are summarized in Table 17 for the 16 

subjects included in this study. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was measured in a mid-axial slice 

within the contrast-enhanced blood pool as 

SNR =
𝜇45
𝜎45

	 (7.1) 

where 𝜇45 is the mean signal within the LV blood pool and 𝜎45 is the standard deviation of that 

signal. The CNR was calculated as 

CNR =
𝜇45 − 𝜇678

𝜎45
	 (7.2) 

where 𝜇678 is the mean signal within the myocardium surrounding the blood pool. Dose- length-

product (DLP) was variable among the subjects; 12 had DLP 60-150mGy*cm and 4 had DLP 170-

451mGy*cm. 

Table 17. The acquisition parameters for the 4DCT exams are summarized as well as image quality 
statistics such as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR). 

kVp 100 (N=15), 120 (N=1) 

CTDIvol (mGy) 12.0 ± 8.2 

DLP (mGy*cm) 147.7 ± 96.6 

Dose (mSv) [range] 2.1 ± 1.4 [0.85, 6.3] 

LV Blood Pool SNR 11.9 ± 2.7 

LV Blood pool-myocardium CNR 10.9 ± 2.6 

LV Blood Pool (HU) 617 ±110 

Heart Rate during CTA (bpm) 60.1 ± 9.4 
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7.2.1.3 2D cardiac magnetic resonance tagging imaging 

 All CMR tagging exams were conducted on a 1.5-T scanner (MAGNETOM Aera, Siemens 

Medical Solutions). Scout images were obtained to identify the cardiac axes. Three long-axis 

planes (traditional 2- and 4-chamber and parasternal views) and three evenly spaced short-axis 

planes (apex, mid, and base) were acquired with an ECG-triggered, segmented k-space, grid 

tagged gradient-echo imaging protocol. The first of the three short-axis slices, the basal slice, was 

chosen so that at ES the LV myocardium was circular and below the membranous portion of the 

interventricular septum. The slice thickness varied by subject from 6 to 8 mm. Table 18 shows 

the average distance between the apical and basal planes as well as their location at ES as a 

percentage of the length of the LV from the endocardial apex (0%) to the mitral valve plane 

(100%). These percentages were calculated as shown in Figure 44 in three long-axis views and 

an average was computed for each subject. These locations were used to find the corresponding 

apical and basal regions of the LV in the 3D CT analysis to enable a comparison between the two 

modalities. 

Table 18. The CMR tagging acquisition parameters are summarized as well as the location of the apical 
and basal planes as a percent of the left ventricle (from the apex, 0%, to the mitral valve plane, 100%). 

Slice thickness (mm) 6 (N=4), 8 (N = 12) 

Distance between apical and basal planes (mm) 40.7 ± 2.5 

Apical Plane (% of LV) 16.9 ± 8.1 

Basal Plane (% of LV) 76.6 ± 7.8 
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Figure 44. In three long-axis (LAX) CMR views, the normalized positions of the apex, Fa, and base, Fb, were 
computed at end-systole as shown here. The values from the three LAX views were averaged together to 
find corresponding regions in the CT data at the apex and base. 

 
7.2.1.4 4DCT-derived left ventricular rotation and torsion 

 4DCT-derived LV rotation and torsion were measured as described in 4.2.2. In order to 

compare apical and basal rotation angles and LV torsion derived from the two different imaging 

modalities, the normalized position of each z-slice of the registered point cloud at ES was 

computed. In this normalized coordinate system, the middle slices of the apical and basal planes 

for the CT measurement were those closest to the locations in the CMR data of Fa and Fb, 

respectively. Then, an average of the surrounding slices was taken in both locations depending 

on the slice thickness of the CMR data. For subjects with 6 mm slice thickness, three slices on 

either side of the middle slice were included in the average and for 8 mm, four slices were included 

as shown in Figure 45. LV torsion was then defined as (apical rotation – basal rotation)/(distance 

between the two planes). 
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Figure 45. In red are apical and basal slices from the 4DCT data matching the CMR-derived locations at 
end-systole. Corresponding slices are in green at end-diastole. Rotation angles of adjacent slices are 
averaged together to match the thickness of the CMR data.   

 

7.2.1.5 CMR tagging-derived left ventricular rotation and torsion 

The 2D myocardial displacement field between ED and ES was derived automatically from 

the CMR images using methods previously described which utilize nonrigid image registration to 

estimate the deformation of the tagging grid [127]. Figure 46A shows the motion of the tracked 

pixels (represented as colored dots) for an apical slice for a single subject. Figure 46B shows the 

2D displacement field for those pixels. In order to calculate endocardial rotation, the innermost 

points were selected (Figure 46C). To calculate a rotation angle for this 2D set of points, the same 

method for the CT data was used. An affine transformation was fit to the deformation of the 
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innermost points of the myocardium using ML estimation in order to obtain a single rotation angle 

for both the apical and basal planes. LV torsion was then calculated as (apical rotation – basal 

rotation)/(distance between the apical and basal planes).  

 
Figure 46. A) Tagged CMR images of an apical slice at end-diastole (ED) and end-systole (ES) with the 
pixels which were tracked through nonrigid image registration [127] overlaid with colored dots. B) The output 
2D displacement field from ED to ES. C) The displacement field for the innermost layer of points used to 
represent the endocardium. An affine transformation was fit to this displacement field using Maximum 
Likelihood (ML) estimation and a rotation angle of 12° was measured. 

 

7.2.1.6 Statistical Analysis 

 In order to perform a comparison between the CMR and CT-derived rotation and torsion 

measurements, correlation and Bland-Altman plots were constructed. Correlation coefficients 

were also computed for apical rotation, basal rotation, and LV torsion using the built-in function 

corrcoef in MATLAB. Lastly, a two-sided t-test was also performed in MATLAB using the built-in 

function ttest2 to determine if there was a significant difference between CMR and CT-derived 

estimates of rotation and torsion. 

7.2.2 4DCT-derived LV rotation and torsion in subjects with normal LV function 

 LV apical and basal rotation, twist, and torsion were computed in 13 subjects with normal 

LV systolic function to establish a range of normal values for these 4DCT-dervied metrics. All 

subjects had a CTA or Cardiac Morphology exam under IRB approved protocols at the University 

of California San Diego and were selected chronologically from January 2018-April 2020. These 

patients were a subset of the group used in 6.2.2 to establish normal ranges of regional 
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endocardial strain. Because we have shown in the previous studies that the measurement of LV 

torsion is much more sensitive to image quality and blood pool size compared to estimates of 

regional strain, subjects from that initial cohort were not analyzed if they had an EF >75%, end-

systolic volume <25 mL, or blood pool-myocardium contrast-to-noise ratio <8 as in section 7.2.1 

for the CT vs MR comparison study. The basic characteristics of the subjects included in this 

study are shown in Table 19. End-systolic Apical rotation was defined at 15% of the LV, basal 

rotation at 75% of the LV, LV twist as apical-basal rotation, and LV torsion as LV twist normalized 

to the length between the apical and basal planes in centimeters. Mean and standard deviations 

across the 13 patients for these parameters were computed. Intra- and inter-observer variability 

were also evaluated in half the patients (selected randomly) using 2 separate observers. 

Table 19. Basic characteristics of subjects with normal LV function used to determine normal ranges of left 
ventricular rotation and torsion. 

N 13 

Male (%) 4 (31) 

Age 57.6 ± 14.8 

Blood pool-myocardium Contrast-to-
noise ratio (CNR) 

11.0 ± 2.3 

4DCT-derived Ejection Fraction (%) 69.0 ± 2.6 

4DCT-derived Global Longitudinal 
Strain (GLS) 

20.7 ± 2.0 

 

7.3 Results 

7.3.1 Comparison of CT and MR-derived LV rotation and torsion 

 The proposed method for measuring endocardial LV rotation and torsion derived from 

standard clinical 4DCT images was used to successfully analyze 15 of 16 subjects included in 

this study. One subject, shown with an asterisk (*) in Figure 47 and Figure 48, had aberrant LV 

morphology leading to point-cloud registration failure of the endocardial surface and non-

physiologic rotation and torsion values. This subject was determined to be an outlier and was 
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excluded from the statistical analyses performed as the results reported below. As evident in 

Figure 47A, there was good agreement between the rotation measurements with CMR tagging 

and CT. Using the two-tailed t-test with an alpha of 0.05, it was determined that there was no 

significant difference between the apical rotation values for the two modalities (p = 0.11), but the 

basal estimates were significantly different (p < 0.05). As shown in the Bland-Altman plot in Figure 

47B, there was a small bias of 3.3° with the CT-derived rotation angles being higher than the 

CMR-derived estimates. The precision of the measurement of rotation angle by CT can be 

characterized by the standard deviation of the Bland-Altman plot which was ± 3.4º across these 

measurements.  

 Despite the systematic difference in rotation values at the base, there was still moderate 

correlation (R = 0.48, p = 0.07) between the CMR and CT-derived measurements of LV torsion 

as shown in Figure 48A. The Bland-Altman plot in Figure 48B indicated that there was a very 

small bias of 0.65°/cm with the CMR estimates being slightly higher than the CT measurements. 

The two-sided t-test with an alpha of 0.05 revealed that there was no significant difference (p = 

0.14) between the torsion estimates from the two different imaging modalities. The precision of 

the measurement of torsion with CT given CMR as the reference standard was ± 1.2º/cm. 
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Figure 47. A) A plot comparing CMR-derived rotation on the x-axis and CT-derived rotation on the y-axis 
for two locations in each subject. The dashed line shows the identity line. B) Bland-Altman plot with the 
CMR rotation angle on the x-axis and the difference between the CMR and CT rotation angle on the y-axis. 
The mean difference (bias) is displayed as a solid horizontal line and ± 1.96*Standard Deviation of the 
difference are shown as horizonal dashed lines. Apical rotation is displayed as an ‘x’ and basal rotation is 
plotted as a square. The subject determined to be an outlier due to aberrant LV morphology leading to 
point-cloud registration failure is marked with an asterisk (*). 

 
Figure 48. A) Correlation plot with CMR-derived torsion on the x-axis and CT-derived torsion on the y-axis. 
The identity line is shown as a dashed line. B) Bland-Altman plot with CMR-derived torsion on the x-axis 
and the difference between MR and CT-derived torsion on the y-axis. The mean difference (bias) is shown 
as a solid horizontal line and ± 1.96*Standard Deviation of the difference are shown as horizonal dashed 
lines. The subject identified as an outlier due to aberrant LV morphology leading to registration failure is 
shown as an asterisk (*). 
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7.3.2 Normal ranges of 4DCT-derived LV rotation and torsion 

 End-systolic LV apical rotation, basal rotation, twist, and torsion were evaluated in the 

subjects with normal systolic function. The normal ranges for these parameters across the 13 

subjects are shown in Table 20. The reproducibility of LV torsion was also evaluated in half the 

subjects. Intra- and inter-observer variability for estimates of LV torsion were low as shown in 

Figure 49. 

Table 20. Normal ranges for 4DCT-derived left ventricular rotation and torsion evaluated in 13 subjects with 
normal systolic function. 

Apical rotation (°) 16.2 ± 7.6 

Basal rotation (°) -1.5 ± 3.6 

Left ventricular twist (°) 17.7 ± 7.5 

Left ventricular torsion (°/cm) 3.9 ± 1.8 

 

 
Figure 49. Bland-Altman plots showing A) intra-observer and B) inter-observer variability for 4DCT-derived 
left ventricular (LV) torsion in 7 subjects with normal LV systolic function. 

 

7.4 Discussion 

7.4.1 Main Findings 

In this chapter we showed that there was moderate correlation and no significant 

difference between the CT and CMR-derived apical rotation and LV torsion measurements in the 

same subjects. The precision of the torsion estimate from CT was estimated to be ±1.2º/cm when 
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compared to the reference standard CMR tagging. In a cohort of subjects with normal LV systolic 

function. we computed a normal range for end-systolic 4DCT-derived LV torsion of 

3.9º/cm±1.8º/cm. This is very similar to the normal value of LV torsion at end-systole as measured 

by CMR tagging, 3.9º/cm±1.3º/cm [130]. We also demonstrated that 4DCT-derived LV torsion is 

a highly reproducible metric. These results demonstrate the potential for 4DCT to provide 

prognostic functional information about LV torsion in addition to high quality anatomical data [130].  

 These results also demonstrate that the proposed algorithm for measuring LV torsion 

using 4DCT data can be performed on standard clinical images in a cohort of human subjects 

with varied cardiac function and image quality. The CT/MR cohort were not scanned specifically 

for our study, so we did not have control over image acquisition protocols or the characteristics of 

the subjects. Therefore, we had a fairly heterogenous population in regard to body mass index 

(BMI), normal or abnormal cardiac function as well as variable image quality and CT dose. 

Because of this, certain inclusion criteria were set in order to obtain a group of patients that would 

be appropriate for the pilot study for our proposed method for measuring endocardial torsion using 

4DCT.  

7.4.2 Limitations 

As discussed in the previous chapter, comparison between two different imaging 

modalities has some limitations. For example, finding the corresponding locations from the 2D 

CMR data to regions within the 3D volumes in the CT data was subject to some uncertainty. The 

CTA was acquired within one heartbeat whereas the CMR images were averaged over several 

heartbeats. Also, the CMR data was acquired at end-expiration while the CTA data was acquired 

at end-inspiration which could lead to differences in cardiovascular loading conditions. Because 

of these factors, we would not expect to see a perfect correlation between the measurements 

from the two modalities. There was also an observed bias between the CMR and CT-derived 

basal rotation values. We hypothesize that this is caused by an underestimate of the rotation at 
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the base in the CT because there are very few fiducial markers on the endocardial surface in this 

region which are necessary for guiding the point-cloud registration algorithm. 

In addition, point-cloud registration of the endocardial surface failed in one of the CT/MR 

subjects due to aberrant papillary muscle morphology. This is a weakness of the method because 

it only relies on the endocardial surface and does not have any transmural information. However, 

the proposed algorithm leverages the region of the CT volume where the greatest contrast and 

quantity of fiducial markers exists in CT images: the boundary between the endocardial tissue 

and the contrast-enhanced blood pool. The features on this surface are crucial for capturing the 

rotational motional of the LV [110]. In addition, use of this surface for analyzing cardiac function 

and the technique for extracting it from 4DCT volumes has been shown to yield high reproducibility 

[77], [90].  

As discussed in the previous chapter, because of radiation dose concerns, a cohort of 

healthy controls is difficult to image with CT; therefore, subjects with normal LV function were 

assembled retrospectively based on information in the radiology report and 4DCT-derived GLS 

and EF. In addition, because 4DCT-derived torsion is more sensitive to poor image quality and 

the end-systolic blood pool size, additional constraints on EF, ESV, and CNR had to be added to 

the inclusion criteria. The normal values reported for the 13 subjects are what we can anticipated 

from patients commonly scanned at our institution. We also demonstrated in an initial 

reproducibility study in half these subjects that LV torsion is a reproducible metric with low inter- 

and intra-observer variability. However, larger studies need to be undertaken to validate these 

values and the reproducibility of the parameters.   
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and Future Directions 

8.1 Summary of Work 

This dissertation thoroughly investigated the development and application of novel 

methods for evaluating global and regional left ventricular (LV) function using 4D X-ray computed 

tomography (4DCT) data. First, we evaluate the accuracy and reproducibility of previously 

developed and validated metrics, like CT SQUEEZ, and newly proposed algorithms for measuring 

LV rotation, torsion, longitudinal strain, and circumferential strain through phantom experiments 

and cross-modality comparison studies. Then, we demonstrate the feasibility of these methods in 

patients with various cardiovascular disease states, such as mitral regurgitation (MR) and heart 

failure. 

The first chapter reviewed the state of the field for minimally invasive percutaneous cardiac 

procedures, such as treatment of valvular heart disease with transcatheter valve replacement and 

treatment of heart failure with cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT). It highlighted ways in 

which noninvasive imaging became an integral part of the success of the field. The review also 

discussed the current unmet clinical needs of these procedures and opportunities for 4DCT to 

make an impact on the clinical planning and outcomes of these interventions. 

The second chapter introduced a method for measuring detailed 3D regional LV function 

in patients before and 1-month after transcatheter mitral valve implantation (TMVI) using 4DCT. 

We demonstrated that it was feasible to measure CT regional endocardial shortening (RSCT) in 

subjects with highly abnormal regional LV function and highly abnormal geometry with high 

precision. Significant regional changes in RSCT were observed following TMVI in all subjects, with 

high variability between the subjects evaluated. The regionally heterogeneous LV functional state 

of TMVI patients could not be fully described by changes, or lack thereof, in global parameters 

such as end-diastolic and end-systolic LV volumes, nor EF.   

The third chapter described the development of the lead placement score (LPS) for 4DCT-

guided CRT. In this chapter, we used 5-cross validated linear discriminant analysis (LDA) to 
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create three models for the two CT-based and one clinical definition of response to CRT in order 

to evaluate the prognostic value of 4DCT-derived metrics of LV shape, regional and global 

function, and dyssynchrony. The 4DCT-derived predictors evaluated were LV end-diastolic 

volume (EDV), LV end-systolic volume (ESV), CUREtot, CUREsys, TOS near the left lead, peak 

RSCT near the left lead, endocardial end-diastolic (ED) sphericity (SphED), and endocardial end-

systolic (ES) sphericity (SphES). In this initial proof-of-concept study, we showed using three 

example thresholds for the three LPS that we were able to retrospectively decrease the initial 

non-responder rates for all three definitions of response. The results from this study will be 

evaluated in future work using a separate validation cohort. 

The fourth chapter introduced novel methods for evaluating LV endocardial function and 

discussed how they expanded on the technological foundations laid by the CT SQUEEZ method. 

The algorithms for measuring endocardial rotation and torsion, as well as regional endocardial 

longitudinal and circumferential strain from 4DCT data, were described in detail. 

The fifth chapter described the validation of the 4DCT novel methods introduced in chapter 

4 with phantom experiments. In this chapter, the accuracy and precision of endocardial LV 

rotation, torsion, regional longitudinal strain, and regional circumferential strain were quantified 

for different standard clinical scanning conditions producing variable image quality. Across a 

range of image quality (contrast-to-noise ratio 70.1 to 2.7), the absolute errors in rotation, torsion, 

and strain were low between the measured values and the ground truth values programmed into 

a 3D-printed endocardial LV phantom. We also demonstrated the high precision and 

reproducibility of these novel methods for measuring both global and regional LV deformation 

using 10 independent analyses at the lower limits of image quality achieved using standard clinical 

reconstruction protocols. 

The sixth chapter demonstrated that the novel method for measuring 4DCT-derived 

regional strain introduced in chapter 4 and validated with phantom experiments in chapter 5 could 

be evaluated using standard clinical images in human subjects. There was good agreement 
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between the 4DCT- and CMR tagging-derived regional endocardial strain in the same subjects. 

Normal values of 4DCT-derived regional longitudinal, E$$!", and circumferential, E!!!", strain were 

measured in a cohort of subjects with normal LV function. This normal set of values was used to 

reproducibly identify abnormal segments in two subjects with previous MI.  

 The seventh chapter demonstrated that the novel method for measuring 4DCT-derived 

rotation and torsion introduced in chapter 4 and validated with phantom experiments in chapter 5 

could be evaluated using standard clinical images in human subjects. This chapter describes the 

results of the first known study to perform a direct comparison between 4DCT and 2D CMR 

tagging-derived endocardial LV rotation and torsion in human subjects. Overall, there was 

moderate correlation between the two methods for measuring LV torsion and there was no 

significant difference between the measurements.  Normal ranges of end-systolic 4DCT-derived 

apical rotation, basal rotation, LV twist, and LV torsion were also derived. The normal value of LV 

torsion was computed to be 3.9 º/cm ± 1.8º/cm which is similar to LV torsion measured by CMR 

tagging, or 3.9 º/cm ± 1.3º/cm [130]. We also demonstrate in a small cohort that 4DCT-derived 

LV torsion is a highly reproducible metric with low inter- and intra-observer variability. These 

results demonstrate the potential for cardiac CT to provide prognostic functional information about 

LV torsion in addition to high quality anatomical data. 

Overall, in this dissertation we introduced, validated, and evaluated novel methods for 

quantifying regional and global LV function using contrast-enhanced 4DCT images in patients 

undergoing transcatheter-based procedures. We demonstrated that the previously validated CT 

SQUEEZ method could be measured in TMVI and CRT patients before and after both 

interventions. In these studies, we demonstrated that RSCT (CT SQUEEZ-1) is a highly 

reproducible metric and has the potential to improve clinical planning and outcomes in these 

patient cohorts. In this dissertation, we also developed novel algorithms for measuring 4DCT-

derived LV endocardial torsion and regional longitudinal and circumferential strain. We 
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demonstrated the high reproducibility of these metrics in both phantom experiments and in human 

subjects. 

8.2. Future Directions and Outlook 

 In this dissertation, we demonstrated that 4DCT can be used to obtain reproducible 

estimates of both global and regional endocardial LV function. Combined with high resolution 

anatomical scans, these methods have the potential to allow for earlier diagnosis of cardiac 

diseases and the improvement of clinical planning and outcomes of cardiac procedures, 

especially minimally invasive interventions. As discussed in Chapter 1, 4DCT is already used in 

many structural heart procedures, like transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) and 

transcatheter mitral valve implantation (TMVI) to obtain measurements for device sizing [16], [24], 

[25]. Therefore, our proposed 4DCT methods for measuring endocardial deformation can be 

performed without extra radiation to understand the effects of valvular disease and device 

implantation on regional cardiac function. Future studies in larger cohorts will fully characterize 

the limits of detection of regional wall motion abnormalities in human subjects and evaluate the 

prognostic value of 4DCT-derived LV function as an alternative to CMR tagging and 

echocardiography. The novel 4DCT methods presented in this dissertation can be implemented 

immediately on many existing CT scanners as well as on existing datasets, retrospectively.    

 While we developed and tested the newly proposed algorithms for measuring 4DCT-

derived LV torsion and regional longitudinal and circumferential strain introduced in chapter 4, we 

utilized and evaluated the prognostic value of CT SQUEEZ, a coordinate-free method that was 

previously created and validated by Dr. Elliot McVeigh and his lab. In chapter 2, we demonstrated 

that CT SQUEEZ is a highly reproducible metric which can be used to quantify regional 

endocardial function in TMVI patients with highly abnormal LV geometry and function. During this 

study we created a comprehensive LV function characterization report which was utilized to 

analyze changes in RSCT (CT SQUEEZ-1) before and 1-month post TMVI in a standardized way 
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in 17 patients. Equipped with detailed maps of regional function, combined with clinical and 

procedure-related parameters, retrospective analysis of a larger patient cohort could provide an 

integrative approach for assessment of cardiac structure and function beyond EF and chamber 

volumes [31]. Recently, a study by Fukui et al. in 36 Tendyne TMVI patients showed that closer 

proximity of the epicardial pad to the true apex was predictive of favorable LV end-diastolic volume 

(EDV) reverse remodeling [131]. In our study with 17 patients and 4DCT-derived LV EDV, we 

could not confirm these results. However, in a much larger study, combining global functional 

analysis with our proposed regional evaluation of cardiac function using RSCT could lead to a more 

precise understanding of the effect of MR and TMVI on regional LV function and remodeling and 

help determine which patients will benefit from valve replacement. The comprehensive report that 

we created can be used for this analysis.  

 We also showed the potential of 4DCT-derived metrics of LV shape, global and regional 

function, and dyssynchrony for predicting both CT- and clinically-based response to cardiac 

resynchronization therapy (CRT) through the development of the lead placement score (LPS) in 

an initial cohort of 44 patients. Example thresholds were chosen to demonstrate the potential for 

decreasing the non-response rate to CRT using the LPS while balancing the number of false 

positives and false negatives. In early studies characterizing regional myocardial strain in canines 

during ventricular pacing, it was shown using CMR tagging that strain is greatly reduced in the 

regions closest to the pacing site [132]. In 4/4 false positives from the ΔEF model and 5/5 false 

positives from the ΔESV model, placement of the left lead during CRT caused a large reduction 

in strain in the region near the pacing site. In these 9 patients, the rest of the heart did not 

compensate for this loss in function and therefore changes in EF and ESV did not reach the 

required response thresholds post CRT. However, 4/5 false negatives from the ΔEF model and 

2/3 false negatives from the ΔESV model also lost function when the left lead was placed, but a 

remarkable increase in function on the opposite side of the heart occurred which compensated 
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for the loss and the patients were ultimately classified as responders. Future work will attempt to 

understand why some patients see this unexpected increase in function and others do not, 

perhaps by combining our 4DCT-metrics with measurements of myocardial viability from FDG 

PET [106], precise measurements of ED wall thickness, or other clinical parameters such as drug 

dosage. In addition, studies should be conducted in patients that do not respond to CRT and show 

this decrease in function or worsening dyssynchrony to see if they would benefit from turning the 

pacing off or from an alternative form of CRT which utilizes left bundle branch pacing [133].    

 As discussed, we also plan to evaluate the three LPSs that were created for the two CT-

based definitions of response and the clinical response in a separate validation cohort. As shown 

in our results and discussed in previous studies, non-responder rates for CRT vary based on the 

definitions used, especially between functional and clinical responses. Consensus is needed for 

a composite definition which encompasses all aspects of therapeutic response such as strong 

indicators of correction of mechanical dyssynchrony, reverse remodeling, and freedom from heart 

failure-related hospitalization [15]. As shown in our study, an increase in the CURE index 

(indicating correction of mechanical dyssynchrony) and a decrease in endocardial sphericity 

(indicating reverse remodeling) was associated response to CRT. These parameters could be 

included in a composite definition of response and perhaps improve prediction capabilities as they 

are more direct indicators of LV function and remodeling compared to LV volumes and ejection 

fraction.  

 While the LPS models currently developed only include 4DCT-derived metrics, other 

parameters discussed in previous studies, such as the Seattle Heart Failure Model (SHFM-D) 

[59] and absence of scar as measured with late CT [50] and CMR [58] can be included in the 

models if they add prognostic value. In addition, we used linear discriminant analysis (LDA) to 

create these initial scores, but the prediction performance of more complex models like quadratic 

discriminant analysis (QDA) and support vector machines (SVMs), can also be evaluated [134]. 
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Once the LPS have been validated in an independent cohort, a prospective trial can be run to 

determine if imaging-guided LV lead placement using the LPS decreases the fraction of non-

responders compared to the standard of care implantation of a CRT device.  

 In the last four chapters of this dissertation, we introduce, validate, and establish normal 

ranges for 4DCT-derived endocardial LV rotation, torsion, and regional longitudinal and 

circumferential strain. After performing this extensive set of experiments in both phantoms and 

human subjects, we are confident that these novel methods can be used to build-on the results 

we achieved in the TMVI and CRT patients in chapters 2 and 3. An unmet clinical need in TMVI 

is being able to predict which patients will benefit from the treatment and those that will see a 

decline in function post intervention (as demonstrated in our feasibility study). In a recent study, 

Notomi et al. showed that in patients with nonischemic, chronic, secondary mitral regurgitation 

(MR) with a normal QRS width, 2-year survival and reverse remodeling post-surgical mitral valve 

replacement was associated with preserved LV torsion measured using speckle-tracking 

echocardiography prior to surgery [135]. While this was for surgical valve replacement, it indicates 

that LV torsion could be an important predictor of reverse remodeling in patients with severe MR.  

 The Tendyne device utilizes a tether anchored to the epicardial pad near the apex of the 

LV with a set tension level to hold the valve in place. At this time, no results have been reported 

which examine how this anchoring might affect the torsional motion and longitudinal shortening 

of the LV. Given the results discussed for surgical MR patients, future studies should examine if 

patients that do not respond to TMVI have reduced torsion prior to the intervention and if 

placement of the device negatively affects LV torsion given a specific tension value. As seen in 

this dissertation, however, LV torsion might not be a simple measurement in TMVI patients due 

to their abnormal LV geometry and highly heterogeneous regional function. Previous studies 

using CMR tagging have shown that regional differences in rotation do occur, even in hearts with 

normal LV function, and can be quantified [136]. Future work can be done to adapt the 4DCT 
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method proposed in this dissertation to measure regional LV rotation and evaluate this metric in 

TMVI patients and evaluate its prognostic value in other patient groups with wall motion 

abnormalities and abnormal geometries.  

 Again for surgical mitral valve replacement, Pandis et al. found that in patients with severe 

degenerative MR a higher LV global longitudinal strain, but not circumferential or radial strain, 

prior to intervention, signifying a subclinical maladaptive preload change, was associated with a 

significant loss of LV function after surgery [137]. Therefore, both global and regional longitudinal 

strain should also be quantified in TMVI patients. The novel 4DCT methods proposed in this 

dissertation can be used for this analysis. The results could be useful for optimizing the timing of 

the procedure before a severe maladaptive preload change occurs and for identifying appropriate 

candidates who will respond to device implantation given baseline LV torsion estimates. 

 For heart failure patients, recent studies have indicated that LV torsion shows immediate 

improvement in responders after CRT and is independently related to reverse remodeling at 6-

months follow up [138]–[140]. These results indicate that LV torsion could have prognostic 

potential for predicting response to CRT. In addition, Helm et al. found using MRI tagging that 

circumferential strain was more sensitive to dyssynchrony in failing hearts than longitudinal strain 

[129]. While the results in Chapter 3 are promising, RSCT encompasses both longitudinal and 

circumferential motion. Because of this, experiments should be performed to evaluate the 

sensitivity of 4DCT-derived circumferential strain vs. RSCT for quantifying LV dyssynchrony. 

Further studies should be conducted using the novel methods proposed in this dissertation to 

evaluate the addition of 4DCT-derived LV torsion and circumferential strain for increasing the 

predictive power of the LPS.  

 Lastly, in this dissertation we demonstrated that contrast-enhanced 4DCT can be utilized 

to analyze LV function; however, the technique for extracting 3D deformation fields can also be 

applied to other structures in the heart.  As shown in Figure 50, all chambers of the heart including 
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the LV, right ventricle (RV), left atrium (LA), right atrium, left atrial appendage (LAA), aorta, and 

pulmonary veins can be segmented from a contrast-enhanced 4DCT image and deformation of 

the surface can be quantified over the course of the cardiac cycle. For example, in patients with 

tricuspid regurgitation or pulmonary hypertension, global and regional function can be assessed 

in a highly reproducible manner [82]. The function of the LAA can also be quantified and used to 

predict thrombus formation and obtain precise measurements for LAA closure [141], [142].  

 

Figure 50. 3D full-heart segmentation from a 4DCT image at end-diastole, including the left ventricle (LV), 
right ventricle (RV), left atrium (LA), left atrial appendage (LAA), and aorta. 

 

 Aortic deformation over the course of the cardiac cycle can also be quantified and has the 

potential to gain a better understanding of the effects of aortic stenosis and valve replacement on 
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cardiovascular hemodynamics. Recent studies have shown that there is a significant decrease in 

atrial compliance observed after transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) which is 

associated with worse outcomes [143], [144]. Aortic compliance can be approximated 

noninvasively using the change in diameter and the pulse pressure and can therefore easily be 

quantified using 4DCT. A study can be performed to analyze aortic compliance before and after 

valve implantation to investigate the cause of the change in compliance. The results of this study 

could be used to inform future redesigns of existing valves or designs of new devices to counteract 

these effects in order to preserve or increase arterial compliance and improve outcomes.  

 LA function has also been shown to have prognostic value and can also be measured 

using 4DCT. Recently it has been shown that in patients with moderate to severe MR, LA function 

as measured with speckle-tracking echocardiography was associated with surgery-free survival 

[145]. The LA is central to the heart’s adaptive mechanisms to chronic MR and therefore 

assessment of LA strain using 4DCT has potential for guiding if and when a patient should 

undergo valve repair or replacement. This is especially important as new TMVI devices are being 

developed which can be delivered through a puncture in the atrial septum, instead of transapically. 

Studies can be performed to evaluate LV and LA function to see if there is a difference in 

functional and clinical outcomes between the two delivery methods. 

 Overall, low dose, single heartbeat, contrast-enhanced cardiac 4DCT has the potential to 

make a significant impact on the fields of cardiovascular imaging and minimally invasive 

percutaneous interventions. The results presented throughout this dissertation strongly support 

this claim. This final chapter indicates that there are many more studies to be conducted that will 

benefit from the novel methods we have developed and validated. 
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